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Foreword
A collaboration between the Parish Council,
Cornwall Council and the local community
has led to the successful completion of this
guide which has been undertaken as part
of a national pilot project supported by the
Planning Advisory Service.
“This guide would not have been produced without the support of residents
of Carnon Downs, Feock Parish Council members and staff and professional
officers at Cornwall Council who have all contributed to the day to day
work leading to its completion. Acknowledgements and very grateful
thanks are therefore due to the project team members below:”
Bob Richards
Chairman to Feock Parish Council

E: andrew.england@cornwall.gov.uk

© Feock Parish Council. All rights reserved.
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All mapping included in this document has been reproduced from or is
based upon, the Ordnance Survey map with the permission of the
Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office (HMSO).
© Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown
copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall

staff from Cornwall Council, in producing a design guide for the village of
Carnon Downs, which provide bespoke guidance to applicants in producing
development of a high design quality”
Mark Kaczmarek
Portfolio Holder for Planning and Housing

Council 100049047, 2010.

“I am very pleased as the member for Feock Ward to fully endorse this Guide”
The Ordnance Survey mapping included in this document is provided by
Cornwall Council under licence from the Ordnance Survey for the

Cllr Jim Currie

purpose of compiling the Carnon Downs Design Guide. Persons viewing
this mapping should contact Ordnance Survey copyright for advice where
they wish to licence Ordnance Survey mapping for their own use.
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The Structure
of the Design Guide
Understanding Carnon Downs
The first sections of the guide provides information regarding
the location of the area and its history and development.
The guide also includes detailed characterisation of the
settlement and the surrounding rural area which links to
the detailed design principles providing design guidance
for those wishing to create new developments within the
Carnon Downs Ward area. This guidance should be used
in conjunction with all the relevant policy and guidance for
development in this area.

Design Principles
As well as respecting and enhancing the existing natural and
built environment of the area, Feock Parish Council and
Cornwall Council expect the design of new development
to be of high quality for the benefit of the local residents,
visitors and future generations. New development should
create a well-used environment supporting and facilitating
ease of access to local facilities and creating safe, attractive
places in which to live, work and play.
The Carnon Downs Design guide is a guidance manual
providing area specific information for the Carnon Downs
Ward. This guide is based on detailed assessment and
evaluation of the unique characteristics of the area.
Anyone considering carrying out new development in
the area should use the information to inform the design
process and their understanding of the area in the
creation of the design concept. Compliance with the
design guide and the design principles will help speed
up the planning process.

Supporting Material
The Appendices provide information on the community
engagement and consultation process and the relevant
planning policy and guidance (appendix B) to inform new
development proposals in the area. It includes a glossary
explaining the terminology within the document to aid
understanding, and a ‘Design Checklist’ to help in the
consideration of development proposals.
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How to apply the
Design Guide to your proposal

10 Qua
lity Che
cklist

There are 8 sections within the guide, covering general information, ‘Understanding the
site and its context’ to more specific details about the design of external areas. Read
through the sections in the contents list to find the section that applies to your
development proposals. Turn to the colour coded page for further information.

A
Checklist
section

Information in the guide which is of particular relevance to individual householders is
identified in the contents list by the householder icon . Additional specific
information for householders relating to the Local Development Order is provided
in ‘The householder guide to how to interpret the Local Development Order.’

Quick guide:
1 Follow the checklist. (A) Located at the back of the design guide.
2 Look at the information in ‘The Place’ section for a general overview of the area. (B)

fig: 4
fig: 5
fig: 6

3 Find the character zone which applies to your property/the site (C).
4 Look at the character area analysis – see the headings which relate to your design
proposal (C).

B
The Place
section

5 Use the cross references provided with the headings, then look at the information
in the relevant design principles, including the pictorial examples (D).
6 Compile the relevant documents for the appropriate part of the planning
process in draft (see information in appendices / Planning & guidance &
relevant guidance documents)
7 Use the relevant information to inform and
produce your design concept.

Settlement character

8 Consult Cornwall Council and the Parish
Council (see contact information in appendices).
C

9 Amend the proposals according to the
advice provided.

Character
Areas
Section

10 Check against (A)
11 Submit the proposals for consideration by the
Local Planning Authority and Feock Parish
Council (see contact information in appendices).
4.4 CHARACTER AREA C
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office
© Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall Council 100049047, 2010
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Understanding
Carnon Downs

1 Introduction

fig: 1

1.1 Relevance and status of this guide
This guide has been prepared with the active involvement of
members of the Carnon Downs community, together with
Feock Parish Council and Cornwall Council. It will be relevant
to all new development proposals for the village, no matter
how small, and will assist in highlighting what is special about
the character of the village and the administrative ward in
which it sits.
It will have significant status as an important material consideration
when considering planning proposals. Anyone thinking about
a development in Carnon Downs should use the guide as the
main starting point to inform the development and its design.
Its use at an early stage in the design process will be critical as
both Feock Parish Council and Cornwall Council will assess
any planning proposal in relation to the guide. Most importantly,
the guide will also assist with identifying developments which
might be acceptable under the Carnon Downs Local
Development Order.

1.2 Using the design guide
Before considering any development proposal, whether for a
small extension to a house or a larger development, the guide
should be the first point of reference. It takes time to fully
appreciate what makes a place special. This guide draws on
the experience and knowledge of local residents, providing
an invaluable resource by concisely identifying important local
characteristics that contribute to making Carnon Downs a
unique place.

Whilst a large part of Carnon Downs is relatively modern in
character the village continues to evolve and in doing so it is
important that new development respects the special characteristics
identified in this guide. In this sense, the purpose of the guide
is to positively manage and direct change in the area, as well
as retaining its valuable features, whilst preserving the unique
characteristics of Carnon Downs.
The guide is not intended to dictate design solutions, but provides
broad design principles that should inform new development,
with the aim to produce designs that are locally distinctive, of
high quality and sustainable. Furthermore, it is not intended to
be too rigid or stifle innovative design. The design principles in
the guide are illustrated with examples ranging from housing
schemes to minor extensions.
It is important that applicants and their agents evaluate and assess
each situation and ideally discuss development proposals with
Cornwall Council, the Parish Council and neighbours at an early
stage, i.e. at pre-application. It is also recommended that the
advice of appropriate professionals is sought on architecture,
planning and other matters at an early stage.
The guide highlights the significance of the infrastructure of the
village, including the highway network, in terms of having a
significant influence upon the character of the area. In this
respect the guide should also be used to inform those making
decisions with regard to new or replacement infrastructure
including those involved in highways, public realm and
construction maintenance.

Fig: 1

View from Chyreen Lane of Carnon Downs village
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Introduction
1.3 The importance of good design
No matter where you live, the importance of good design is
now widely acknowledged, especially the need to maintain
and reinforce positive local character. The Commission for
Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE) believes that
good design is largely an objective process and provides the
following helpful definition:

“By good design we mean design that is fit for purpose,
sustainable, efficient, coherent, flexible, responsive to
context, good looking and a clear expression of the
requirements of the brief.” (CABE 2001)
Good design is about much more than how things look, it is
about creating good, practical, quality places in which people
want to live, play and work, and about using resources effectively
and imaginatively.
Responding to these themes, any new development within
the Carnon Downs ward should meet the following general
design requirements:

Respecting the Place
Good design should promote high quality, local context-informed
design .The innovative use of traditional and modern materials
should be utilised in order that appropriate development is
good looking and adaptable to change.
The character and quality of the Carnon Downs built and natural
environment will be maintained and enhanced for the benefit
of local residents and visitors, and biodiversity.

Sustainable Design
Good design incorporates the sustainable use of materials and
energy-efficient techniques to save money in the long term,
and to help protect our environment and natural resources.

1.4 Policy context
This design guide is an important material consideration in
the planning process, amplifying and illustrating relevant saved
policies set out in the Carrick District Wide Local Plan 1998,
regional and national planning policy and provides a unique
context specific to Carnon Downs. Cornwall Council is currently
working on a Core Strategy which will eventually supersede
the saved policies of the former districts’ Local Plans. The Carnon
Downs Design Guide will continue to apply as guidance to
give further detail to the strategic policies of the Core Strategy,
when adopted.

1.5 Consultation and engagement
Feock Parish Council and local volunteers have produced this
document along with input and support from relevant Cornwall
Council officers. It has undergone a detailed process of
consultation and engagement with the local community and
relevant organisations. The format and content of the design
guide have been informed by consultation events in the form
of meetings held at the beginning of the process and during
the informal draft stage. The final draft stage has been subject
to a wider public consultation and representations have been
taken into account in finalising the guide, with the objective of
formal adoption as a material planning consideration by
Cornwall Council.

1.6 Vision
The vision for the guide follows from the Parish
Plan, in that it will seek to ensure that all new
development in the Carnon Downs ward will be
consistent, in harmony with local character and
makes a positive contribution to both the built and
natural environment.
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2 The Place

fig: 2

2.1 Location
Carnon Downs is located mid way between Truro and Falmouth,
near to the south coast of Cornwall. The village is built around
a convergence of highways, most notably the old route of
the A39, which has now been replaced with a bypass on the
eastern edge of the village.

Fig: 3 - Carnon Downs Ward Area
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office © Crown
copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall Council 100049047, 2010
Fig: 2

Former Kiddleywink post office 2010.
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The Place

fig: 4

fig: 5

fig: 6

2.2 History and development
Carnon Downs is a crossroads, a meeting of the ways. The village
has benefitted from the roads that radiate from the village and
give easy access to much of Cornwall.
The village Chapel was built in 1825 when all the land from
the main road down to the Carnon Valley was downland of
heath and furze. By the late 1800s more buildings clustered
around the main road junctions, many of them remaining
today. Real growth came after World War I with ribbon
development along both sides of the main road. Soon after

World War II the council houses were built. The 1960s saw
rapid growth of bungalow estates.
The creation of the bypass in 1991 was a significant landmark
in the history of the village.
Fig: 4

Shoemakers hut within Quenchwell Road on the left.

Fig: 5

Centre of Carnon Downs 1896.

Fig: 6

Kiddleywink post office opened.

fig: 9

Fig: 7 - Carnon Downs 1875 to 1901
2,500 sheet ref: SW7940 · 10,000 sheet ref: SW74SE © Landmark Information Group © Crown copyright. All rights reserved 100049047. 2009
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The Place

Fig: 8 - Listed buildings and scheduled monuments within Carnon Downs Ward
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office © Crown
copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall Council 100049047, 2010

2.3 Listed buildings and scheduled monuments
within the Character Areas
1 Carnon Downs Methodist Chapel
Built in 1825, Carbon Downs Methodist Chapel was a Nonconformist (Wesleyan) chapel with integral schoolroom and
vestry. Its exterior is stucco with stucco detail and a grouted
scantle slate roof and it is Grade II listed.
2 Killaganoon House
Killaganoon House and garden walls are Grade II Listed. Built
circa 1750, this large country house has painted brick-faced side
and entrance front walls, dry delabole slate roof with gable ends.

1

fig: 7

2

3 Tregye
Grade II Listed, former country house now used as part of Truro
College. Built in 1809 and late remodelled and extended in the
late C19, it has ashlar walls and chimneys and a hipped dry
delabole slate roof with slightly projecting eaves and pitched roof
dormers. Formerly connected to the tropical gardens known as
Happy Valley, adjacent to the site.
4 Scheduled Ancient Monument located at Parc-an-Creeg
The tumulus at Parc-an-Creeg, is a mound or round barrow,
tomb of the early and middle bronze age period (c1800-c800
B.C). It currently acts as an informal open space area providing
a ‘green’ centre to the small estate of bungalows. The Ancient
monument is protected under the Ancient Monuments Act
(1913-1953) and it is an offence to injure or deface it.

3

4
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The Place

fig: 9

2.4 Population and community
The population of Carnon Downs is approximately 1,400, with
half being over 60 years of age. There are over 400 bungalows,
many with dormers, about 135 post war houses and around
85 older houses.
Carnon Downs has a relatively elderly population in a relatively
young village. People have an affinity with the village and area
in which they live and wish to see the quality of life sustained.
Contributing greatly to the quality of life in Carnon Downs is its
semi-rural character, its landscape and farmland, its privacy and
general amenity as well as its quiet lanes, footpaths, hedgerows
and numerous trees. Some have commented:

“The village needs to maintain its distinctiveness
and is in need of protection from possible future
inappropriate development.”
“Preserve the C19th buildings and fields. Footpaths
between hedges and fields.”
“Retain village ethos/atmosphere.”
“Retain character/population/pride.”
“Retain village identity and respect its spectacular views.”

Fig: 9

The Methodist Chapel, in the centre of the village, is well-attended
for Sunday worship and also hosts a number of regular social
as well as religious activities, including an annual outdoor service
on the playing field. Other activities include coffee mornings, a
friendship club and a small playgroup. The attached Sunday School
hall provides an alternative venue to the village hall for local events.
In the village are a number of societies and clubs which meet
regularly, including the Women’s Institute, the Old Cornwall
Society and the Gardening Club. There is a well established
and thriving Bowling Club with members from the village as well
as players from the surrounding area. The Club also hosts occasional
other social events and clubs in the winter season. There is also
an established and successful amateur drama group in the village
which performs plays, pantomimes and musicals.
Organised activities for children, e.g. Scouts, Cubs and Brownies
are located in neighbouring villages.
The Village Hall is well-used and provides two separate venues
for a wide range of daytime and evening clubs and activities,
including art & craft classes, choirs, keep fit and dance classes
as well as bridge and whist clubs. Occasional village social events
and concerts are also held. A thriving monthly Village Market
is held there, which combines opportunities for the purchase
of locally produced food and crafts with social interaction and
charity fund-raising.

Community consultation
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The Place

Fig: 10 - Village facilities within Carnon Downs ward
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office © Crown
copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall Council 100049047, 2010

2.5 Employment opportunities
The village and immediate surrounding area provides a number
of businesses including the motel, caravan and camping site, a
holiday hamlet and garden centre. In addition, there are numerous
smaller businesses which all help to add to the vibrancy of the
village. Slightly further afield both Truro and Falmouth provide
a range of additional opportunities, and inevitably some degree
of commuting in and out of the village occurs.

2.6 Shops and services available
The village is well served by small shops and businesses which are
valued by the community, including a well-stocked supermarket/
convenience store and butchery and a Post Office. There is
also a carpentry shop, a gift shop and a hairdresser as well as
a farm shop and a large garden centre within walking distance
of the centre of the village. There is a doctor’s surgery and
dispensary as well as a dental surgery. In addition the Carnon
Inn motel on the A39 provides accommodation, a restaurant
and bar facilities. There are a number of bed and breakfast
facilities within the Carnon Downs ward. On the outskirts
of the village is a cattery run by the Cats Protection League.

2.8 Educational facilities
The Tregye campus of Truro College provides further education
and adult education facilities. There are primary schools for the
children in the village at Devoran and Kea where pre-school
provision is also available. A small playgroup is also held
twice-weekly in the Chapel.

2.9 Sports and leisure facilities
There are riding stables and a livery yard, and a Bowling Club
located in the village centre. The motel has a public bar and
restaurant. In addition to the large caravan & camping site just
off the A39 there is a smaller farm campsite to the west of
the village.
Any future economic development within the ward area will
be supported as long as it meets the requirements set out
within this guide and those of the local planning authority.

2.7 Community facilities
There is a Methodist chapel and Sunday School,Truro College
(at Tregye), Village Hall and a small play area for younger children.

Fig: 11

Carnon Downs village hall.

fig: 11
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3 Landscape Setting

fig: 12

3.1 Topography
Carnon Downs settlement lies within an extensive pattern of
undulating slate plateau with many wooded valleys. The landscape
context is formed by rolling farmland under pasture and arable
stewardship, with small to medium scale fields.

The land rises steadily from the Carnon Valley to the settlement,
with mainly hedgerows and trees visible.

Carnon Downs is not particularly visible from the northeast
approach as it lies just below the highest land point.

To the east the ward falls away to a valley between Killiganoon
and Penpol and is well covered with native hedgerows and trees.

From higher land of the Forth Noweth development, the
garden centre, the Carnon Inn complex and the Forge housing
development can clearly be seen, but the rest of the settlement
is hidden due to the sloping land, field hedgerows and trees.

To the south, the village is only visible as an edge along the horizon.

Fig: 12

Slope of field - Carnon Valley treeline at valley bottom.

Fig: 13

Topography of the ward.

The map below is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office
© Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall Council 100049047, 2010

fig: 13
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Landscape Setting

Fig: 14 - Carnon Downs Ward Area Water Courses
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office © Crown
copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall Council 100049047, 2010

3.2 Water courses and drainage
There are a series of springs and streams, wells and boreholes,
which run south into Restronguet and Devoran creeks. Due
to the gradient of much of the land in Carnon Downs, there
are often problems with drainage and flooding.

3.3 Vegetation
The surrounding countryside habitat weaves its way through
the village via well-maintained planted hedgerows and tree
planting, creating green corridors and pockets throughout the
built area. The farm land is predominantly improved grassland
and arable, with a network of Cornish hedges linking the semirural habitats in small stream valleys with mature trees as a
distinctive feature adding skyline interest from distant views.
Most notably the bank of mature trees that abut the edges of
the settlement afford it a dense buffer between the village and
rural areas, softening the built edges. Apart from the Jubilee
Wood sapling plantation around the Carnon Inn complex, the
only wooded areas close by are in the Killiganoon/Tregye valley
and the land bounding the stream from Quenchwell to the
Carnon Valley.

fig: 15

Fig: 15

Buffer of trees at the edge of the village.
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Landscape Setting

fig: 16

3.4 Boundaries of the built environment
On the whole, the area is visually contained with low intervisibility
due to the strong vegetation structure. Due to the extensive
retention of the ancient field layout, the mixed hawthorn/blackthorn
Cornish hedges with their oak, holly and sycamore features
provide a lush, pleasing pattern when viewed from within and
outside developments on the sloping sides of the village. The
exception is the Forge housing estate which has an exposed
northern boundary and is highly visible from many viewpoints.
Within the village, residential adjoining developments are also
screened by hedgerows and the nature of the land gives low
inter-visibility. The retention and maintenance of these treed
boundaries is of paramount importance in the ward as soft
landscaping and planting is one of the key characteristics of
the area.
New development should seek to protect and enhance existing,
and reflect local characteristics in the provision of new boundary
and vegetation features. This will aid the successful integration
of new developments into the area.

3.5 Landmarks and views
The village is somewhat unusual in that it lacks really prominent
landmarks when viewed from the surrounding countryside. This
is due mainly to the modest scale of the buildings in the village
with one or two storey height development being the norm, and
the fact that the area is rich in natural vegetation. The landmarks
which do exist are largely a result of function rather than visual
form and include, for example, the village shop and the large
trees on the main roads in the central section of Forth Coth.
The Chapel is worthy of mention, being a fine period building,
but somewhat characteristic of the village as a whole, it does
not impose itself as a landmark. The mature Monterey Pines
near Parkwood Hill Farm also stand out as a landmark against
the skyline, visible from within the village and distant views.
In terms of views, it is perhaps the views out of the village to the
surrounding countryside which add most significantly to the
character of the Ward. The fact that the countryside is easily
viewed and accessed from numerous points in the village helps
to provide a rural character, which may seem somewhat at odds
with the regimented rows of bungalows located in parts of the
village. Generally the highway network in terms of both roads
and footpaths provide a beautiful and immediate connection with
the very traditional Cornish landscape which surrounds the village.
Within a few yards of leaving the village you are in open
countryside - the transition tends to be immediate in most cases.
Rarely is there any sense of sprawl as the village gradually peters
out in favour of the countryside. See Settlement Character
Area Analysis map on page 20.

Fig: 16

Carnon Valley viaduct.
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Landscape Setting

Fig: 17 - Carnon Downs Ward Public Open Spaces
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office © Crown
copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall Council 100049047, 2010

3.6 Open spaces
Whilst there has been some gradual and significant loss of open
spaces in the village due mainly to infill development, the general
character is still open in appearance. Front gardens of dwellings
play a major part in contributing to the open feel of the village,
and there is generally a good degree of space between buildings
which allows areas of soft landscaping to dominate. The generally
modest scale of the buildings, especially the bungalows, helps
to make the character open and airy.
Formal open spaces are few and include the small playground in
Bissoe Road, the bowling club in Forth Coth, a sports field used
by Truro College at Tregye, Jubilee Wood and other small areas
of informal open spaces at the settlement boundary. Such spaces
help to maintain some of the spacious nature of the village
despite the creeping infill of new development. Similarly, the
wide green road verges along Forth Coth and adjoining the one
way system in the middle of the village, together with the green
tumulus in Parc-an-Creeg, are all open spaces which contribute
positively to the character and indeed history of the village.
In order to maintain the character of the village opportunities
should be taken to ensure that any new significant development
proposals reinforce this character by creating meaningful open
spaces along with new development.

fig: 18

Fig: 18

Childrens play area off Bissoe Road.
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Landscape Setting

fig: 19

3.7 Highways and byways - movement network
The historic pattern of roads still influences traffic flows with
radial routes focussed on a hub at the crossroads in Forth Coth.
The biggest change is that the dualled A39 Truro to Falmouth
road now bypasses the village due to a major highway scheme
in 1991. The volume of traffic has continued to grow, as is typical
with a lot of areas in Cornwall, and the lack of cross-country
links between the A30 and A39 trunk routes, and increased
tourist and commercial activities in and around the village, has
added to this growth. The unclassified rural roads experience
lower daily vehicle movements and serve as feeder roads for
village residents and visitors accessing local facilities.

On-road parking is generally not a problem except in the vicinity
of the shop and Post Office in Smithy Lane, where there is
limited parking and restricted manoeuvring space. Whilst it
is acknowledged that car parking is essential at such facilities,
should the opportunity arise it would be desirable to seek to
resolve these issues in order to improve highway safety.

With minor exceptions, pedestrians are well provided for in
the built area with good paved provision in the village centre
and residential areas. The old rural footpaths have been retained
and still provide well used linkages from area to area. This
network of paths is undoubtedly a positive feature of the village
and allows the residents to access both the surrounding
countryside and village amenities and facilities with relative ease.
The importance of such routes must not be undervalued, not
least in that they allow the community to engage with each
other and form relationships which help the community bond.
There are over 20 well used public footpaths around the village
centre. Ward bridleways and byways are extensively used by
walkers and equestrians as part of longer routes from local
starting points. From the Carnon Valley, and Mineral Tramway
to the west, a national cycle route (CNC No 3 - The Cornish
Way) crosses the village centre and has the potential to provide
a significant resource in terms of both tourism and a safe and
healthy alternative to the car.

fig: 20

Fig: 19

The By-pass.

Fig: 20

One of the many tree lined, green lanes.
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Fig: 21 - Carnon Downs Ward Movement

Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall Council 100049047, 2010
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4 Settlement character area analysis
4.1 Definition of Character Areas
The character area boundaries in Carnon Downs ward are
inevitably subjective in places, and based not just on architectural
characteristics, but on the dynamic experience of the area, i.e.
how it is perceived when walking or driving through it, and
when ‘boundaries of experience’ are crossed. This includes
such sensations as awareness of enclosure or openness, and
degrees of noise and activity, which provide edges to areas just
as much as map-based boundaries, or changes pertaining to
the character of the use of buildings or mix of uses.

The following pages provide information on the unique
characteristics of each area as identified:

The acknowledgment of ‘character areas’ became evident in
survey work undertaken by the local design guide project
team who carried a detailed assessment of the area.
The use of character areas helps to aid an understanding of
the special characteristics of the Carnon Downs ward. The
character areas reflect the historic growth of Carnon Downs.

1

settlement character area villagescape analysis

2

on the general ‘character area map’

3

the boundaries of the specific character area

4

character area detailed analysis (area ingredients)

5

continuation of detailed analysis

6

photographic palette of character area
(visual ingredients)

3
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Fig: 22 - Carnon Downs Ward Area Main Map

Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall Council 100049047, 2010
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Fig: 23 - Carnon Downs Ward Area Main Map
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall Council 100049047, 2010
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Settlement character

fig: 24

4.2 CHARACTER AREA A
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office
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Settlement character
4.2 CHARACTER AREA A
General character and condition – Semi-rural larger plots, low
scale mixed, proportionate with larger distances between plots
at front and rear. Greater soft landscaping, bigger gardens with
mature and a more rural nature.

Site and Context
Land form (Topography)

DP 1, 2, 3

Mix of plateau and flat plots. Flat for the large part along Bissoe
Road, Tregye Road and Forth Coth and sloping plots in Old
Carnon Hill due to the fall in gradient from north to south

Landscaping and setting

DP 1, 2, 3

Mature gardens surrounding them, creating a soft landscape
appearance to the area, which is well maintained – edge of
developments abutting fields are bounded by Cornish hedges
so hedge top trees add to landscape setting and help to screen/
diffuse some of the development from long distance views. Largely
within the settlement except where it meets the open countryside
to the west, south and east of Carnon Downs, and the area around
Tregye Road and Gig Lane – these edges are defined by Cornish
hedges/shared field boundaries and are well treed

Open spaces and trees

DP 1, 2, 3, 7

Includes the play area off Bissoe Road, the bowling green off Forth
Coth and the hard surfaced parking area that serves the village hall

Roofscape and skyline

DP 1, 2, 3

13

Pitched roofs are dominant with simple gable ends, 30 to 35
degree on traditional buildings of natural slate, and steeper ridges
35 to 40 degrees where concrete tiles are used; ridgelines are
punctuated by chimneys the size in proportion to the scale of
the dwelling

Key views and vistas

DP 1, 2, 3

Other than in the centre of the village along Forth Coth, this particular
character area meets the edge of the settlement, so many of the
dwelling houses have far reaching views across the countryside

Landmarks and focal points

DP 1, 2, 3

22

The village hall and nearby large Ash tree (outside Kiddlywinks), and
the Monterey pine trees in Forth Coth, Methodist Chapel, bowling green,
Doctor’s surgery and shop

Listed buildings
Movement network - roads & other routes

DP 5

Generally good permeability - served by main routes through village,
Old Carnon Hill, Forth Coth, Bissoe Road, Tregye Road and Gig Lane,
smaller local routes of Staggy Lane, the access from Forth Coth to
Carnon Crescent and the footpath access on the eastern boundary
from Carnon Crescent north to the village centre/village hall

- Design Principle

Character Analysis
Activity/prevailing uses
Mainly residential with some commercial on Forth Coth

Quality of public realm

DP 26

Poor – highway dominated (wide road through centre of village),
inappropriate lamp standards, too high and too many, lack of seating,
bus shelters, tree planting and soft landscaping on front boundaries

Density and type of buildings

DP 6

9

Low density, large plots, low scale, proportionate to plot, wide
margins between buildings and boundaries

Building line

DP 9

Consistent building lines for different ages of development, earlier
traditional, cottage style dwellings are back edge of pavement or
set within plot, setback from the road – character of building line
should be taken for each individual development proposal

Setbacks

DP 9, 10, 11

20

Again, setbacks are varied dependent upon the nature of the
building, from 6 to 20 metres

Plot widths

DP 9

Plot widths vary with bungalows some 10 to 20 m, smaller scale
two storey dwellings not less than 7 metres (e.g. Bissoe Road), and
other two storey detached dwellings or smaller detached bungalows
10m in width

Plan form

Methodist Chapel on Bissoe Road

DP

fig: 25

DP 9, 15

20

Houses and bungalows, mostly rectangular, some with
distinctive character

Building design

DP 9, 10, 11, 12

Mix of architectural styles pertaining to age of development

Fig: 25

Large Ash tree outside Kiddlywinks
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Settlement character
Setbacks

Character Analysis (continued)

Plot widths
10-20m

Storey heights

DP 12
Varied setback
from the road
6-20m

Single and two storey dwellings

Windows, doors and porches

DP 14

All styles and materials of windows, doors and porches

Roofs, chimneys and verges

DP 13

Pitch 30-40 degrees+ (with dormer), hip, half-hip or gable, concrete
interlocking tiles and slate/clay ridge tiles. Various chimneys and verges

Garages and drives

DP 16

Plan form
mostly rectangular

fig: 26

24

All styles of garage with some integral within the dwelling house.
Drives are single and tarmac, chippings, concrete strip or block paving

Colour and materials

DP 12

Various colours dependant on material types: Cob, stone or block,
render, pebble-dash or slate cladding. Embellishments of mixed, small
scale, individual, period and personal materials

Boundary

DP 23, 24, 25

More enclosed, mature planting with some Cornish hedges

Parking

fig: 27

DP 20

Car parking is predominantly located within plots other than the
large block of flats off Bissoe Road – off street, some on street car
parking in higher density areas

Extensions and Outbuildings

DP 15, 16

Many dwellings have been extended, side and rear extensions.
Outbuildings are set back from the road, usually within the rear
gardens of properties.

Area Management
Extent of intrusion or damage

fig: 28

DP 20, 22, 23, 24, 25

Removal of and/or widening of front boundary walls to create off
street car parking, resulting in a loss of enclosure and soft landscaping

Capacity for change

DP 22, 23, 26, 28

Warrants enhancement to create/reinforce heart to village centre to
include planting and soft landscaping as highway currently dominates
the area to its detriment

fig: 29

fig: 30

Fig: 26

Block plan to show buildings on plot details.

Fig: 27

Large dwellings - not reflective of local characteristics.

Fig: 28

Removal of front boundary walls leads to loss of enclosure.

Fig: 29

Urban grain - density of area.

Fig: 30

Ornamental planting is prevalent.
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Settlement character

fig: 31

fig: 32

fig: 35

fig: 34

fig: 36

fig: 33

fig: 37

fig: 38

fig: 39

Fig: 31

Traditional window openings and glazing detail.

Fig: 32

Carpenter’s building Forth Coth.

Fig: 33

Use of local materials - natural slate hanging.

Fig: 34

Traditional low ridge height cottage.

Fig: 35

Good example of pitched roof dormers on bungalow.

Fig: 36

Unique narrow depth dwelling with steep, long roof pitch.

Fig: 37

Carnon Downs Methodist Chapel.

Fig: 38

Recent dwelling on Point Road.

Fig: 39

Poor public realm Forth Coth - wide, straight road (old A39).

Fig: 40

Aerial photo of character area showing built development and vegetation.

fig: 40
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fig: 41

4.3 CHARACTER AREA B
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office
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Settlement character
4.3 CHARACTER AREA B
General character and condition – quiet residential bungalow
estates predominantly built in the 1960s and 1970s. Single storey
and dormer, low density and mainly detached on reasonably
proportionate plots set back from the road with attached, semiattached and detached garages, mainly flat roofed and compact.

fig: 42

Site and Context
Land form

DP 1, 2, 3

Ranges from relatively flat Smithy Lane area (plateau) to sloping
topography falling on the sides of the plateau (Forth Noweth and
Park View)

Landscaping and setting

DP 1, 2, 3

Movement Network - roads and
other routes

DP 5

The pedestrian routes follow the main road routes which are
highly permeable and create good linkages to neighbouring areas
and the village centre along the main access route, most in easy
reach of the rural footpath network

Large front gardens and houses set back with many detached and
semi- detached units having mature gardens surrounding them,
creating a soft landscape appearance to the area, which is well
maintained – edge of developments abutting fields are bounded
by Cornish hedges so hedge top trees add to landscape setting
and help to screen/diffuse some of the development from long
distance views

Largely dwelling houses, shop, doctors and telephone exchange

Open spaces and trees

Quality of public realm

DP 1, 2, 3

7

Scheduled ancient monument in Parc-an-Creeg acts as a green
visual open space, gardens accommodate trees of varying heights
and maturity, but along with the mature planting greatly soften the
development, provide privacy and screening and help the individual
estates to connect well in visual terms

Roofscape and skyline

DP 13

The roofscape is of single storey level height - to 1.5 storey with
’rooms in the roof ’, punctuated by small chimneys, and dormer
windows

Key views and vistas

DP 1, 2, 3

The north, north-west and west sections of this character area
have the advantage of open countryside views; parts of the area
have views within the developments only. Due to the nature of
the topography being relatively flat; edges of the area e.g Park
View Close, have good long distance views afforded by the sloping
topography towards the open countryside to the west and south
west of the settlement.

Landmarks and focal points

DP 1, 2, 3

22

The Scheduled ancient monument of the burial mound in the
centre of Parc-an-Creeg.

Listed buildings
None – Scheduled Ancient Monument - see landmarks below
for description

Fig: 42

DP

Character Analysis
Activity/prevailing uses

DP 26

The quality of the public realms is good, being kept to main routes,
and the open space afforded by the Ancient Monument appears
to be well maintained by the Local Parish Council

Density and type of buildings

DP 9

Low density, mainly detached single-storey bungalows (some
with loft conversions – rooms in the roof with accompanying
dormer windows)

Building line

DP 9

Largely uniform front building line - see particular street scenes, as
it differs in each estate

Setbacks

DP 9

Dominant feature of 7 to 10m set back from back edge of pavement

Plot widths

DP 9

Regularity to plot shapes and sizes – ranging from 8 to 30 metres
commensurate with size of building on plot; where larger plot width
usually smaller plot depth, ie more square plot form than long plot
with narrower plot frontage

Plan form

DP 9, 15

20

Most rectangular, some smaller square units

Building design

DP 9, 10, 11, 12

Mix of detached and semi detached bungalows – a large proportion
are dormer bungalows

Dormer bungalow on Trelawne Road, with open frontage.

- Design Principle
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Settlement character
Setback
7-10m

Character Analysis (continued)

Setbacks
Plot widths

Storey heights

DP 12
Plot widths
vary from
8 to 30 m

Single storey and many with dormers (rooms in the roof)

Windows, doors and porches

DP 14

Windows are set back with slate/concrete sills and bell-cast tops casement uPVC windows, aluminium, hardwood, crittal. Doors are
wooden or uPVC. Porches are of various style, mostly with flat or
mono-pitch roofs.

Roofs, chimneys and verges

Mix of detached
and semi-detached
dwellings
Largely
uniform front
building line

fig: 43

DP 13

Pitch 30-40 degrees+ (with dormer), gable, concrete interlocking
tiles. Mostly single chimneys, rendered and some as features. Verges
are soffits and barge boards, 4.5inch gutter, 2.5inch downpipes with
shoes to outlet

Garages and drives

DP 16

24

Detached, semi-detached and attached garages, compact and mainly
flat roofs. Drives are single and tarmac, chippings, concrete strip or
block paving and some grass strips

Colour and materials

DP 12

fig: 44

Pastel, mainly white and magnolia. Block built, render. Embellishments
of brick, stone, slate and timber cladding. Spar or tyrolean finish

Boundary

DP 23, 24, 25

Dwarf wall or fence, shrubs and hedges

Parking

DP 20

Mostly within the plot, but where the roads are wider, eg Trelawney
Road, the width affords some on street parking provision

Extensions and outbuildings

DP 15, 16

Many houses have been extended/altered with the addition of
porches, sun lounges etc. Some exteriors are overly dominant and
result in the loss of amenity space.

fig: 45

Area Management
Extent of intrusion or damage

DP 20, 22, 23, 24, 25

Removal of front boundary and front gardens/green amenity space
to create hard standings for car parking

Capacity for change

DP 22, 23, 24, 26, 28

Extensions and loft conversions – see design principles for guidance
fig: 46

Fig: 43

Block plan to show buildings on plot details.

Fig: 44

Bungalow on Forth Noweth with attached single garage.

Fig: 45

Views out towards the open countryside.

Fig: 46

Urban grain plan showing density of the area.
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fig: 47

fig: 48

fig: 49

fig: 50

fig: 51

fig: 52

fig: 53

fig: 54

fig: 55

Fig: 47

Trelawne Road, Mount Agar - wide street and buildings set back
from the road creates a loose built environment.

Fig: 48

Ancient monument in Parc-an-Creeg acts as an informal open space.

Fig: 49

Symmetrical flat roofed dormers.

Fig: 50

Use of concrete roof tiles, brick and rough render, and
overhanging eaves.

Fig: 51/52

Vegetation in gardens softens streetscape.

Fig: 53

Uniform set back, with front garden planting in Mount Agar
softens streetscape.

Fig: 54

Good example of effective means of enclosure - gate and
boundary wall.

Fig: 55

View out from Forth Noweth to Carnon Inn. Design of Carnon Inn is
bulky and the mass is not broken

Fig: 56

Aerial photo of area - note low density, estate layout.

fig: 56
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4.4 CHARACTER AREA C

fig: 57
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Settlement character
4.4 CHARACTER AREA C
General character and condition – Modern suburb style
estate, built in the mid 1990s and comprising cul-de-sac with
little space between buildings. Car dominant, shared spaces
and wide gables. Due to the location, and lack of paths there
is little connection with the rest of the village and general
settlement character.
fig: 58

Site and Context
Land form

DP 1, 2, 3

Character Analysis

Relatively steep sloping site from north east corner to south

Activity/prevailing uses
Landscaping and setting

DP 1, 2, 3

Open plan front gardens with no front boundary treatment, fencing
is used as a boundary between plots. Highly visible from the
northern part of the village

Open spaces and trees

DP 1, 2, 3

Little space between buildings as layout highway dominated but
retention of hedges along north, west and east boundaries to
the development

Roofscape and skyline

DP 13

The roofscape is of two storey level height, punctuated by
small chimneys

Key views and vistas

DP 1, 2, 3

Views out to adjoining countryside to the north, west and south
west are important

Landmarks and focal points

DP 1, 2, 3

22

Small raised garden area – grown over and little value as landmark

Listed buildings
None

Movement Network - roads and
other routes

DP 5

Restricted to main highway access

Domestic - houses

Quality of public realm

DP 26

Open front gardens generally well cared for but restricted space,
hard standings and open plan layout limits opportunities - large
paved ‘home zone’ road area - not in keeping with character of
Carnon Downs - black top

Density and type of buildings

DP 6

9

Medium density, large detached houses which use the full width
of the plots, with a later smaller terrace at entrance to The Forge.
The Forge has 6 basic house types: (i) two storey gable end, with
chimney and single storey offset front extension – integral garage;
(ii) two storey double frontage side gable ends with two storey
gable end front extension offset to one side incorporating integral
garage and front doorway; (iii) combination of (i) and (ii) with a two
storey front extension and single storey attached; (iv) two storey
hipped gable front with hipped 1.5 storey side extension with
integral garage; (v) single storey with rooms in the roof – pitched
roof dormer windows x2 with front lean to extension with integral
garage; and (vi)two storey thinner width frontage dwellings with
offset windows (more recent development located to entrance of
development – grey spar dash rather than dominant white/brown
spar dash types)

Building line

DP 9

Uniform type layout around a ‘dog bone’ shaped cul de sac
roads layout

Setbacks

DP 9

5-10m setback from front building line to back edge of pavement
commensurate with plot width proportion ie larger building has
greater set back

Plot widths

DP 9

Predominantly 10 metre plot widths; 2 small 7 m plots and some
larger 15-20m width plots

Plan form
Fig: 58

Estate name at entrance to development. Bespoke nature adds identity
and sets apart from the rest of the village

DP 9,15

Regular plots, with dwelling located centrally in plot
(Continued overleaf)

DP

- Design Principle
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10m Plot
width

Character Analysis (continued)

Setbacks
Plot widths

Building design

Dog bone
cul de sac

DP 12

Modern, mid 1990s housing development of two storey dwellings
with pitched roofs

Storey heights

DP 12
Setbacks
5-10m

Two

Windows, doors and porches

DP 14

Flush windows; wood/uPVC windows (as above) – 3 pane, horizontal
emphasis to windows, generally symmetrical position, with some
hexagonal ground floor bays; small ‘bonnet’ style porches to small
terrace units at entrance to development with same roofing material

Roofs, chimneys and verges

fig: 59

DP 13

Pitch 40 degrees+, gable and half-hip, pitched-roof dormers. Dark
grey, plain profile, concrete roof tiles, with same ridge tiles. Brown
plastic ‘square’ rainwater goods. Chimney stacks same spar with
terracotta pot. Verges are soffits and bargeboards tight and flush

Garages and drives

DP 16

24

Integral garage on front elevation. Red and grey block paving
drives and access roads

Colour and materials

fig: 60

DP 12

Block built, white opaque/10% brown spar dash to first floor,
smooth
white painted render ground floor elevation main building, with
red brick ground floor elevation to front extensions; dark brown
stained wood windows and doors or dark honey/brown uPVC

Boundary

DP 22, 24, 25

Open plan, little soft landscaping

Parking

DP 20
fig: 61

Open plan layout tends to result in car dominating frontages

Extensions and Outbuildings

DP 15, 16

Very little in the way of extensions. Sheds are the norm in terms of
outbuildings, located in rear gardens out if sight.

Area Management
Extent of intrusion or damage

DP 12

Little change by way of personalisation of buildings so original
character prevails other than changes to window details
e.g. glazing bars

Capacity for change

fig: 62

DP 21, 22, 23, 25

This area is visually sensitive, having minimal soft landscaping
especially at its northern and western boundaries, where Cornish
hedges have been removed

Fig: 59

Block plan to show built details.

Fig: 60

Large, semi detached dwellings near entrance to ‘The Forge’ with
pitched roof dormer additions.

Fig: 61

Integral garage, monopitch frontage.

Fig: 62

Urban grain plan to show density of the area.
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fig: 63

fig: 64

fig: 67

fig: 66

fig: 68

fig: 65

fig: 69

fig: 70

fig: 71

Fig: 63

Hard surface materials - black top, grey kerb stones and red/brown
brick. Complicated see Design Principle 24.

Fig: 64

Good quality dry stone wall but not locally distinct, eg. Cornish hedge.

Fig: 65

Door detail, fanlight, ‘mahogany’, UPVC and buff coloured bricks.

Fig: 66

Very loose two storey building compromised by roof profile.
Not reflective of local vernacular.

Fig: 67

Blank high wall on entrance into a cul se sac - unwelcoming.

Fig: 68

The mature planting helps to integrate the buildings into the landscape.

Fig: 69

Pitched roof dormer bungalow with integral garage.

Fig: 70

Later addition - different style - smaller houses.

Fig: 71

Open front gardens (lack of definition of private space).

Fig: 72

Aerial photo of the area. Note the cul de sac design and large
houses on smaller plots.

fig: 72
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fig: 73

4.5 DOMESTIC BUILDINGS - RURAL
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Settlement character
4.5 DOMESTIC BUILDINGS - RURAL
Whilst the majority of dwelling houses are located within the
settlement of Carnon Downs, there are examples of detached
dwelling houses, usually farm houses related to small holdings,
with the exception of Killaganoon Manor, and Tregye College,
former ‘manor’ style dwellings. On the whole their condition
is well-maintained.
fig: 74

Site and Context
Land form

DP 1, 2, 3

Dependent upon location but usually built on level areas of site
with garden accommodation on slopes

Character Analysis
Activity/prevailing uses

Landscaping and setting

DP 1, 2, 3

Open countryside – field boundaries to adjoining fields – Cornish
hedges often with indigenous tree planting on top, usually far reaching
views on higher ground

Open spaces and trees

DP 1, 2, 3

Dwelling houses, small holdings and farm houses

Quality of public realm

DP 26

In private ownership so no ‘public realm’ as such other than public
rights of way

Density and type of buildings

DP 6

9

Surrounded by open countryside; some larger ‘manor farm houses’
having ‘grounds’ and large gardens

Low density – detached single dwellings in the open countryside

Roofscape and skyline

Building line

DP 1, 2, 3

13

Pitched roofs punctuated by chimneys, large chimney stacks on
larger buildings

Key views and vistas

DP 1, 2, 3

DP 9

Where there may be a few dwellings on adjacent plots the building
lines will be comparable

Setbacks

DP 9

Views towards the water – Devoran and Restronguet Creek from
the eastern part of the surrounding countryside of the ward; views
towards the Carnon Valley Viaduct from western parts of the
ward; views towards the mining area to the northwest

Setbacks differ from edge of road, to 10 metres or more

Landmarks and focal points

Plan form

DP 1, 2, 3

22

The creeks, Carnon Valley Viaduct, Monterey Pine trees at
Parkwood Hill Farm

DP 9

Various
DP 9, 15

Simple plan form, with some extensions

Building design

Listed buildings
Killaganoon Manor and garden walls; Tregye

Movement network - roads and
other routes

Plot widths

DP 5

Some public rights of way and bridle paths and private access lanes to
farms – good network of public footpaths

DP 12

Local vernacular granite/killas stone cottages, some 1930’s style
dwellings, larger stone built farmhouses some with bays (Victorian
and Georgian)

Storey heights

DP 12

2 storey some larger properties with rooms in the roof

Windows, doors and porches

DP 14

Flush windows. Wood/uPVC doors and porches

Roofs, chimneys and verges

DP 13

Pitch 40 degrees+, gable extensions, simple fascias, soffits
and bargeboards, many with red ridge tiles
(Continued overleaf)
Fig: 74

DP

Croft Hill, traditional house in the open countryside.

- Design Principle
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DOMESTIC BUILDINGS - RURAL
Character Analysis (continued)
Garages and drives

DP 16

24

Separate garage buildings, unmade/chippings drives and access roads

Colour and materials

DP 12

Various - local stone, brown and buff colour, mid to pale grey natural
slate, with white or pastel painted wooden fenestration and barge
boards; with some rendered walls painted white or cream, cob
render and scantle slate

Boundary

DP 25

fig: 75

Stone wall and Cornish hedges

Parking

DP 20

Parking within the grounds of the dwelling, usually gated access to
plot, with garages provided within the plot

Extensions and Outbuildings

DP 15, 16

Many dwellings have been extended, usually over a long period of
time, including side and rear extensions. Outbuildings are located
within the plot boundaries and are often related to former small
holding use, i.e. small scale lean-to’s (tool sheds).

Area Management
Extent of intrusion or damage

fig: 76
DP 12

Changes to ‘modern’ plastic materials on traditional properties can
result in a loss of the buildings integrity

Capacity for change

DP 15

Extensions if appropriate and meet local policy and guidance
requirements. Change of use, conversion to holiday accommodation
or commercial use

fig: 77

fig: 79

Fig: 75

Urban grain plan to show density of the area - The Stables.

Fig: 76

Aerial photo of area - The Stables.

Fig: 77

Heath Farm

Fig: 78

Tresithick House

Fig: 79

The Croft

fig: 78
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fig: 80

4.6 AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office

© Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. Cornwall Council 100049047, 2010
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4.6 AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS
The ward has few examples of agricultural buildings, mostly small,
edge of field, for the storage of farm tools. Larger examples will
form part of groups as part of farmyards as seen at Killaganoon
and Higher Devoran Farm. The general character is of small
single or sometime two-storey buildings made of local granite
and Killas stone, some painted render, with natural slate roofs,
or corrugated iron roofs on smaller examples. Generally their
condition is fair as used for agricultural purposes.

Site and Context
Land form

fig: 81

Character Analysis
DP 1, 2, 3

Usually on flat, level sites to aid construction

Activity/prevailing uses
Farm/outbuilding storage, housing livestock

Landscaping and setting

DP 1, 2, 3

At edge of field against Cornish hedge or within farm yard

Open spaces and trees

DP 1, 2, 3

Associated farm courtyards, trees found on Cornish hedges in
vicinity of buildings

Quality of public realm

DP 26

In private ownership but relationship with public rights of way and
boundaries to these routes are important

Density and type of buildings

DP 6

9

Either small stand alone building in field or in a group ie farmyard

Roofscape and skyline

DP 1, 2, 3

13

Pitched roofs 30 – 35 degree angle

Building line

DP 9

Not applicable

Key views and vistas

DP 1, 2, 3

Devoran Creek, Restronguet Creek, mainly green countryside

Setbacks

DP 9

Not applicable

Landmarks and focal points

DP 1, 2, 3

22

Monterey Pine trees at Parkwood Hill

Plot widths

DP 9

Not applicable

Listed buildings

Plan form

None other than perhaps curtilage buildings - Killaganoon

DP 9

Simple rectangular plan form

Movement Network - roads and
other routes

DP 5

Building design

DP 9, 15

Simple form horizontal emphasis, low eaves

Public footpaths enable public views

Storey heights

DP 12

1 to 2 storeys in height

Windows, doors and porches

DP 14

Wooden windows and doors on traditional agricultural buildings,
no porches

Roofs, chimneys and verges

fig: 82

Fig: 81

Agricultural buildings in open countryside.

Fig: 82

View towards Devoran.

DP

- Design Principle

DP 13

Agricultural buildings do not have chimneys, nor dormers, but do
have simple gable end pitched roofs made of agricultural materials
such as corrugated, or profiled roofing material, with older traditional
buildings being natural slate with terracotta ridge tiles. Soffits and
bargeboards – often wood or where modern commensurate with
roofing material
(Continued overleaf)
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AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS
Character Analysis (continued)
Garages and drives

DP 16

24

Not applicable

Colour and materials

DP 12, 17, 18

Various - local stone, brown and buff colour, mid to pale grey
natural slate, with white or pastel painted wooden fenestration
and barge boards; with some rendered walls painted white or
cream, cob render and scantle slate with terracotta ridge tiles

Boundary

DP 24

fig: 83

Boundaries usually within farm yards, stone walls or Cornish
hedges – field boundaries

Parking

DP 20

Former farm courtyards used for parking

Extensions & Outbuildings

DP 15, 16, 17, 18

21, 23

Agricultural buildings are rarely extended; often new structures are
erected to provide the required accommodation for a specific use,
e.g. hay barn.

Area Management
fig: 84

Extent of intrusion or damage

DP 17

Risk of poor quality conversion, impact on the open countryside

Capacity for change

DP 17

Dependant upon quality and condition surveys. Renewals, adaptations
and extensions, change of use

Fig: 83

Urban grain plan to show density of the area (Higher Devoran Farm)

Fig: 84

Aerial photo of area (Higher Devoran Farm)
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fig: 85

4.7 COMMERCIAL/RETAIL/OTHER
This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationary Office
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4.7 COMMERCIAL/RETAIL/OTHER
Carnon Downs Garden Centre, Carnon Downs Caravan Park,
Truro College at Tregye, The Valley Holiday Park, Carnon Inn
& Travel Motel
DP 19

Site and Context
Land form

fig: 86

DP 1, 2, 3

Both relatively level and sloping sites

Landscaping and setting

DP 1, 2, 3

Some of the above developments are located within the open
countryside, all of them have field boundaries as the predominate
form of plot boundary and some like the caravan park, Tregye, and
The Valley are landscaped plots so are screened from view by natural
tree and hedge planting. The garden centre, The Valley and campsite
are all bounded by fields and mature trees to a large degree

Open spaces and trees

DP 1, 2, 3

7

Aside from the Carnon Downs Garden Centre, Carnon Inn, all of
the above listed commercial/leisure developments have green open
space areas within them – as part of formal grounds and landscaping

Roofscape and skyline

13

DP 1, 2, 3

Due to its location Tregye has views and a great vista towards
Restronguet Creek to the east of the site; Carnon Inn also has a
far reaching view across the valley towards the west

Landmarks and focal points

DP 1, 2, 3

22

Tregye – building

Listed buildings
Tregye Grade II Listed Building

Movement network - roads and
other routes

Activity/prevailing uses
Garden Centre is retail; holiday use at The Valley; camping and
caravan accommodation at caravan and camp site; college at Tregye;
Chyreen Fruit Farm; and motel and restaurant at the Carnon Inn

Quality of public realm

DP 24

Private sites other than some road frontage, grass verges, stone
boundary wall and tree planting e.g. garden centre

Density and type of buildings
DP 1, 2, 3

Single storey pitched roofscape to garden centre, and permanent
structure at the camp site; two storey with chimneys at The Valley
and Tregye: Chyreen Fruit Farm and motel accommodation and
restaurant at Carnon Inn and Travel lodge

Key views and vistas

Character Analysis

DP 5

A pavement along Forth Coth provides safe access to Carnon Inn
from the village. However, some dangerous access points exist
i.e. from Carnon Inn across the A39 (north of roundabout) to
the caravan and campsite: Pedestrian access from the village to
the garden centre along Quenchwell Road and also along Tregye
Road to Truro College are also dangerous (see map P20 & P22 ).

DP 19

Generally low density

Building line

DP 19

Varied building line as usually stand alone developments

Setbacks

DP 19

Within the development the units at The Valley are some 4m
setbacks, whilst the garden centre is located 36m from
Quenchwell Road; Carnon Inn 25m from the road

Plot widths

DP 19

The Carnon Inn and garden centre are buildings of large floor plate
situated on plots of some 100m in width; whilst the characteristics
of the caravan/campsite are more relative to the area of the site
e.g. Carnon Downs Caravan and Camping Park. The Valley
development of permanent holiday residences is a low density
development, with plots open and unbounded – 10m to 15 m widths

Plan form

DP 19

Rectangular and square plan forms

Building design

DP 19

Various architectural style within Tregye campus , ‘hothouse/greenhouse’ style of garden centre; contemporary two storey dwelling
type style of holiday units at The Valley; large two storey buildings
at Carnon Inn – of no great architectural merit – ie not locally
distinct in terms of style
(Continued overleaf)

Fig: 86

DP

Carnon Inn and Travel Lodge.

- Design Principle
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COMMERCIAL/RETAIL/OTHER

fig: 87

Character Analysis (continued)

Area Management

Storey heights

DP 9

Two storeys in height is the norm, whilst the garden centre is one
storey and Tregye three storeys

Windows, doors and porches

DP 14

Varied mix of flush windows or setback sash. Wood/uPVC doors
no porches

Roofs, chimneys and verges

DP 13, 19

Various roof pitch, gable and half-hip, dormers, concrete tiles. No
chimneys. Soffits and bargeboards

Garages and drives

DP 19

Extent of intrusion or damage

DP 19

20, 26

Height, scale and colour of some of these buildings make the motel
and garden centre prominent from village and distant vantage points.
Lighting, car parking, loss of landscaping/screening and noise –
impact upon local residents’ amenity and countryside amenity

Capacity for change

DP 19

23

Due to the location in the open countryside, any development
needs to be sensitive to allow for appropriate scale of development
which does not cause a negative impact upon the character. The
colour and finish of buildings and roofing is often grey/white which
stands out rather than the use of recessive colours which mitigate
full negative visual impact of the open countryside.

Pitched roofs; Some unmade, black top or chipping access roads

Colour and materials

DP 19

Tregye – local, granite stone, natural slate etc with modern addition
smooth render; smooth rendered block work and glass to garden
centre; timber boarding, natural slate, blue colour windows and
doors The Valley - grey spar, brown woodwork. Block built,
pebble/spar dash, concrete tiles to building on camp site; smooth
rendered cream painted walls and concrete roof tile to Carnon
Inn with uPVC windows and doors

Boundary

DP 25

Field boundaries and formal stone walls

Parking

fig: 88
DP 19

20

Provided within the site with the exception of the Truro College
site at Tregye

Extensions and Outbuildings

DP 15, 16

Commercial/retail properties have extended, in particular the garden
centre. Tregye has a new building on site to provide further
accommodation for the college.

Fig: 87

Carnon Downs Garden Centre - large buildings in rural location.

Fig: 88

Block plan to show garden centre.

Fig: 89

Aerial view of commercial property in rural area of the
Carnon Inn complex

fig: 89
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5 Understanding
site & context
Understanding the site and how
it relates to its context through
an appraisal will firstly examine
the unique characteristics of
the site and its surrounding
landscape. It will then assess
these characteristics in constraints,
opportunities and capacity for
development to inform the
design concept.

46
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fig: 90

5.1 Understanding the landscape setting of
Carnon Downs ward
The village of Carnon Downs sits on top of a plateau with
generally sloping edges. It is not visible other than from
neighbouring hill top plateaus. The mature trees, field
hedgerows, mature garden planting and open spaces soften
the settlement edges screening the village from local views.
The villagescape is softened by allowing the countryside to
permeate the village.
Green, tree-canopied, narrow country lanes and footpaths
are evident throughout the ward, creating dense green tunnels
atop Cornish hedgerows, adding a great deal of character and
sense of place to the area.

Issues and pressures:
Loss of historic field size and field boundaries due to
new development or agricultural practice.
The removal of boundary walls for car parking resulting
in a lack of definition between public and private space;
lack of sense of enclosure to the street, creating loose
undefined areas
Loss of boundaries to the settlement could result in
urban sprawl into the open countryside
Loss of planting to soften boundaries and sustain a
coherent landscape structure
Loss of informal green open space within the
built environment
Loss of feature tree groups - detrimental impact upon
visual amenity and landscape character
Opportunities for future public open spaces within the ward

fig: 91

Groups of mature pine trees feature within the ward and add
great skyline interest when viewed from a distance.

Management of existing and proposed open spaces in
consultation with the local community to meet local
needs – creating a network of public open spaces
readily accessible by all
Loss of biodiversity/green corridors by new development

Extensive retention of small to medium sized ancient field
boundaries of mixed hawthorn/blackthorn, oak, holly and
sycamores provide a lush pleasing pattern when viewed from
within and outside developments on the sloping sides of
the village.

Fig: 90

Mature garden planting softens the edge of the settlement.

Fig: 91

Aerial photograph of field boundaries

Fig: 92

Narrow country lane (Oak Farm)

UNDERSTANDING

fig: 92
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fig: 93

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 01
DP 01.1

DP 01.4

Fields - size and form

Planting in the open countryside

Retention of small to medium sized ancient field pattern protects
the historic pattern characteristic of the area, eg to the west of
Trevince Cottages and the west of Carnon Downs where small
field patterns are prevalent due to Acts of Enclosures, 1840’s and
medieval field patterns that have remained. Their retention will
preserve the historic integrity and character of the landscape in the
Carnon Downs ward.

Feature groups of mature pine trees within the ward such as those
located on the Character appraisal maps in section 40 of the CDDG
add great skyline interest when viewed from a distance. These should
be protected and managed for their visual amenity and landscape
character value. Future replanting to replace older trees should
form part of a management plan.

DP 01.5
DP 01.2

Hedges
Cornish Hedges: of mixed Hawthorn/Blackthorn, Oak, Holly and
Sycamores should be used, protected and maintained to enclose
highways, country lanes and footpaths; and in particular the edges
of plots, especially located on the periphery of the settlement and
on developed sites within the open countryside to create screening
and aid the transition between built developments and the open
countryside.

DP 01.3

Boundary walls
In the village of Carnon Downs planted hedgerows and walled
boundaries are prevalent, use materials, and methods and species
that are typical and traditional in the area, e.g. Beech and Escallonia

Planting within the village of Carnon Downs
Mature planting of trees and shrubbery in gardens help to soften
the buildings within the village and break up the built appearance
of the settlement from distant views. These should be maintained
and similar landscaping included in new design proposals for any
development within the village.
The planting of local species and some ornamental species helps
to create a cohesive green structure that knits all of the different
built developments within the village together.

DP 01.6

Open spaces
Retention and enhancement of the existing formal and informal
open spaces within the ward. (See Open Spaces fig 17 on page 18
of the CCDG). Seek high quality design of land designated for
formal and informal open space within the ward, that meets local
requirements, the relevant design principles within this design
guide and links with the existing network of public open spaces.

Fig: 93

Views across pasture towards the west.
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fig: 94

5.2 Understand the context
What is context?
Any building is read in the place in which it is situated. It
forms part of its surroundings whether in the open countryside,
a hamlet, village or town. When thinking about extending or
altering your house it is important to reflect the characteristics
of the area, in particular the immediate neighbourhood.
If the design of an extension respects the layout, scale, building
form, proportion, materials, details and distinguishing features
of your house and surrounding context it will be likely to
enhance the property and not detract from its character.

Issues/pressures:
New housing development, infill or at the edge of the
settlement
Height sensitivity relating to buildings in the ward and
how they respond to local topography
Scale sensitivity relating to the general modest scale in the
ward (other than larger agricultural buildings, manor type
houses, or commercial buildings)
Sensitivity relating to the scale of buildings given the
existing low density characteristic of this rural area

This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:

‘Contemporary’ style of buildings in relation to local
simple vernacular forms

New housing development, infill or at the edge of the
settlement should respond particularly to the local context.

The use of low cost and/or poor quality materials
/methods of construction for buildings, and hard and
soft landscaping

The height of domestic buildings in the ward rarely exceeds
2 storeys in height.
Buildings are generally of a modest scale, other than larger
agricultural buildings, manor type houses, or commercial
buildings. However, where the floor area is large the height will
be low at 1 to 2 storeys.
Density of development is low, with highest density within the
centre of the settlement, with some terraced development.
These are an exception.
The prevalent building vernacular is of simple form, domestic
scale with adequate space to accommodate soft landscaping
and planting within a plot to create a sensitive built form to
plot area ratio contiguous with that of the locality.
Typically 600mm to 1.5m high boundaries are prevalent to
demark public and private space, predominantly built of local
stone – granite, Killas rubble etc with planting in the form of
formal walls or Cornish hedges.

Insensitive over development
Loss and or damage to green spaces, corridors trees,
hedges, etc
To retain and enhance the existing movement
network within the village to provide good accessibility
and permeability

The house
in its context
fig: 95

The House

Often the main frontage of buildings front onto the access
road to which they are served (i.e. they do not turn their
backs to the road).

The Plot
Adjacent
Properties

The Setting
Fig: 94

Aerial photo of part of the Carnon Downs.

Fig: 95

Understand the context.
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fig: 96

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 02
DP 02.1

DP 02.6

Historic development

Building frontages and boundaries

An understanding of the historic development of the area, in
particular the village within its setting is paramount in interpreting
the ‘context’ of the built environment see historic information in
section 2.

Use the details in Section 4 to aid understanding of the typical building
frontage and boundary plot characteristics for each character area.

DP 02.2

Traditional settlement form

DP 02.7

Building traditions - form and materials
Use the details in Section 4 to aid understanding of the typical
building traditions, form and material characteristics for each
character area.

An understanding of the traditional settlement form and surviving
elements of historic street pattern and plot subdivisions aid the
creation of a design concept that relates well to the existing and
historic settlement form in terms of patterns

DP 02.8

DP 02.3

Use the details in Section 4 to aid understanding of the distinctive
features for each character area

Village character areas
The areas of distinctive villagescape character are identified in
Section 4 – this information should be used to help inform design
concepts.

DP 02.4

Typical layout, form, scale, uses of
buildings and space
Use the details in character area analysis to aid understanding of
the typical layout, form, scale, use of buildings and spaces in each
particular area

Distinctive features

DP 02.9

Important villagescape features
Use the details in Section 4 to aid understanding of the important
townscape features for each character area

DP 02.10

Important landscape features
Use the details in Section 4 to aid understanding of the important
landscape features for each character area

DP 02.5

Building plot characteristics
Use the details in Section 4 to aid understanding of the typical
building plot characteristics for each character area

Fig: 96

Mix of house styles creates a varied villagescape.
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fig: 97

5.3 Understand the site and its boundaries
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for
following reason:
At a more detailed scale, the unique characteristics of the site
and its boundaries and the way they relate to neighbouring
properties and the open countryside need to be taken into
consideration to inform design concepts that relate well to the
immediate context of the site.

fig: 98

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 03
DP 03.1

Physical characteristics of the site
The physical characteristics of the site (slope, aspect, soils drainage,
microclimate etc) which may influence development potential
need to be taken into account at the initial inception stage of a
design proposal to ascertain feasibility, constraints and the net
developable area of a site

Issues/pressures:

DP 03.2

Higher density developments or over development of the
plot could cause a detrimental impact on the character and
appearance of the settlement and ward area; by creating
inappropriate scale and massing of buildings; and under
provision of open space to meet local requirements

Location and condition of important features to be retained (e.g.
trees, shrubs, hedges, ponds, watercourses, buildings, structures,
walls etc) and provision of appropriate means for protection during
construction and a management programme for their future retention

Lack of appropriate, robust boundaries could result in
‘urban sprawl’ into the open countryside
Lack of linkages with existing routes would create ‘dead
ends’ and an impermeable townscape
Poor planning/design could result in a detrimental impact
upon the existing services and loss of unique features
such as trees

Location and position of important features

DP 03.3

Presence and location of services
Understand the presence and location of services (e.g. drains,
sewers, ducts, utilities, way leaves, power cables etc) and provide
appropriate infrastructure for new development

DP 03.4

Rights of way and other pathways
Provide connections to public rights of way, and other paths to
serve the site and wider area

DP 03.5

Site boundaries
An understanding of the character and condition of the site boundaries
and the relationship between the site and surrounding areas of
landscape and townscape should be used to inform new development.
Understand the visual context of the site in terms of its visibility
and provide appropriate methods of screening where necessary
e.g. Cornish hedge boundary and trees at the edge of settlement
to prevent visible urban sprawl into the open countryside. Retain
green verges on front boundaries
Fig: 97

Mature Monterey Pines in Forth Coth.

Fig: 98

Cornish hedge along road side.

(Continued overleaf)
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fig: 99

DP 03.6

Respect privacy
Consider the privacy of existing properties - maintain minimum
eye to eye (window to window) distances between properties of
21 metres on the private side of the dwellings.
Locate ‘backs’ against ‘backs’ of properties.
Consider the careful siting and design of dwellings relative to one
another and of garages and other curtilage structures to achieve a
good degree of privacy

DP 03.7

Access
Maintain and retain existing and create new access points and
other access links (e.g. footpath and bridleways) from adjacent
areas into the site

DP 03.8

Landscape
Understand and provide evidence of the positive characteristics of
the local landscape and vegetation immediately adjacent to the site,
including its quality, condition, scale, enclosure, and impromptu links to
be maintained (e.g. green corridors) to inform new development

fig: 100

DP 03.9

Built form
Understand and provide evidence of the positive characteristics of
built form in the surrounding area, including buildings (layout, form,
style), plot characteristics (size, density, setbacks etc) and boundaries

DP 03.10

Impact on character
Provide evidence to acknowledge the features or intrusive influences
that detract from the character and quality of the site and details
of mitigation as part of the development proposals

DP 03.11

Environmental provision, wildlife enhancement
Maintain and enhance existing provision by protecting and enhancing
local wildlife habitats
Fig: 99

Forth Noweth viewed from Chyreen Lane..

Fig: 100

Older style property, Forth Coth.
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Potential
access road

Extend existing
access road to
service site

N

fig: 101

fig: 102
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Relatively flat site
Existing treelined
hedgerows

Visually
prominent
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Existing cottages
local vernacular
character

Agricultural
tool shed

Bridleway Footpath
& vehiclular access
for cottages only

N

Relate scale
and heights to
immediate
context

Enhance and retain
existing orchard

Retain existing treelined
hedgerows to provide
shelter and robust boundary
will help to integrate into its
surroundings

Create
connection
to existing
network
of footpaths

Potential for
housing
development

Retain privacy
of existing
dwellings
Reflect character
of cottages in new
development and
inform ‘sense
of place’

Create new
predestrian link into
adjoining site Demolish
agricultural
tool shed

Enhance and retain
Bridleway Footpath
& vehiclular access
for cottages only

Existing Allotments

Retaining
existing Allotments

Path of the Sun

5.4 Determine the general character and
form of the conceptual layout

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 04

This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:

DP 04.1

Developments within Carnon Downs that have neglected to
consider and interpret local characteristics have resulted in
poor additions to buildings; inappropriate scale of buildings
and buildings that do not respond well to neighbouring
properties, the street, local density or the public realm

Using the information in the accompanying ‘about the place’ and
character area analysis information as a base, all design concepts
should follow a rigorous process of assessment, evaluation, involvement
and interpretation of the local ingredients that form the detailed
character, appearance and sense of place of each site within its
context. (See ‘Design and Access Statements how to read and
write them’ CABE 2008)

Be informed by the local context

Issues/pressures:

DP 04.2

Development concepts that are not based on a detailed
assessment and understanding of ‘place’ or solely focused
on financial requirements will often result in poor schemes
that are inappropriate for the context of the site

Consider the privacy of existing properties - maintain minimum
eye to eye (window to window) distances between properties of
21 metres on the private side of the dwellings.

Respect privacy

Locate ‘backs’ against ‘backs’ of properties.
Consider the careful siting and design of dwellings relative to one
another and of garages and other curtilage structures to achieve a
good degree of privacy

DP 04.3

Local distinctiveness
Use local materials, prevalent colours and textures of other special
or distinctive features, utilising traditional methods

DP 04.4

Green ingredients
Understand green spaces, corridors, trees, hedges and natural
features, eg the soft landscaping structure to Carnon Downs ward,
the tree canopied country lanes, the Cornish hedges and grass verges
fig: 103

DP 04.5

Access is for all
Fig: 101

Site characteristics / analysis

Fig: 102

Design concept

Fig: 103

Traditional cottage character.

The form, mass and layout of any site or building must facillate
ease of access and not create disabling barriers in the interests
of aesthetics, for the management of a building or activity. Seek
further advice from the Cornwall Council Access Officer

UNDERSTANDING
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6 Structure
Public open spaces includes all
spaces which are accessible to
the public and include both hard,
urban spaces and green spaces
of various types including formal
playing fields and informal green
spaces and children’s play areas.
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Structure

fig: 104

6.1 Movement network

fig: 105

Issues/pressures:

The movement network includes all routes along which people
travel, by foot, bicycle, car or other modes of transport. The
network should be well connected and form a permeable
and fine-grained grid of routes, which allow easy access by
various means from one place to another.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
Green grass verges are common in the village and at the edge
of the settlement.
Green ‘grass triangles’ (islands) located at road junctions in the
country lanes within Carnon Downs ward add great character
and soften the highway whilst aiding visibility and providing a
point of reference (usually accommodating the white traditional
finger post signs).
The network of public footpaths and bridleways in Carnon
Downs is outstanding, linking the village centre to the open
countryside. The existing network needs to be linked to new
development sites and extended where appropriate.

Residents endure too much commuter and other traffic
through the village
Traffic speeding needs greater control and enforcement,
particularly on the major routes through the village: Forth
Coth, Old Carnon Hill, Quenchwell Road, Bissoe Road,
Gig Lane, Tregye Road and Point Road
Movement of heavy goods vehicles through parts of the
ward remain an issue
There are congestion and parking problems around the
village shop
In parts of the village some residents are seriously
concerned about their safety, particularly when walking
or cycling
Public transport has improved over recent years and
generally meets local needs, but bus shelter provision,
location and design should be incorporated into a bespoke
locally distinct comprehensive public realm design

fig: 107

fig: 106

STRUCTURE

Fig: 104

Network of footpaths - green lanes.

Fig: 105

Commuter traffic in Forth Coth / Old Carnon Hill.

Fig: 106

Off the peg bus shelter not locally distinct.

Fig: 107

Cycling - the National Cycle Network is close by.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 05
DP 05.1

DP 05.4

Create a well-connected, informal grid

Slow traffic speeds

The existing network of routes and pathways within the village
of Carnon Downs shown on fig. 21 on page 20 of the CDDG)
should be maintained and enhanced in terms of appropriate hard
surfacing materials to facilitate access for all.

Reduce excessive traffic speeds in the village to 20 mph by highway
design (narrowing of the existing wide highway by increasing the
grass verges to accommodate tree planting and reduce speed on
surrounding roads); and reduce the perception of fast traffic speed
by pedestrians and other highway users by prioritising the pedestrian
on village routes

The movement network within the village of Carnon Downs
needs to create seamless links to surrounding route networks of
highways, both major routes such as the A39 and the distinctive
narrow country lanes, the cycle route network and pedestrian
footpaths that serve the ward.
Any new developments in the ward need to provide ease of access
to the existing movement network supporting the local public
transport infrastructure and pedestrian and cycle links.

DP 05.5

Bus stops
Provide bus shelters of locally distinct design to enhance the character
of the public realm; located and designed to meet local requirements

DP 05.6

DP 05.2

Footpaths

Road design

Grass verges used at village perimeters and opportunities to construct new public footways.

The character and design of existing roads throughout the ward
need to reflect the character of each particular location.
The main village routes of Forth Coth, Old Carnon Hill, Bissoe
Road and Quenchwell Road should be designed to accommodate
moderate traffic levels adhering to a weight restriction of 7.5
tonnes allowing the pedestrian and cyclist and other non vehicular
users to dominate – by widening the soft edged, grass verges
introducing tree planting within a village ‘green-heart’ enhancement
scheme.
Existing soft edged grass verges along these main routes need
to be maintained and retained as well as a tree planting and
management scheme.

DP 05.7

Public rights of way
Public rights of way (as shown on fig. 21 on page 20 of the CDDG)
should be maintained and retained to a high standard that permits
ease of access and safe use; and should be kept clear of overgrowth
and household rubbish and garden waste; and appropriate forms
of hard surfacing should be maintained and retained. Information on
public rights of way should be provided to encourage and promote
their use.
Any new developments should connect to existing routes in a
positive manner and contribute to their maintenance and retention.

Replacement/loss of grass verges due to road widening and/or
edged with concrete curb stones will not be accepted, neither will
hard concrete build-outs.

DP 05.8

All existing rural boundary treatments of planted stone walls and
Cornish hedges will be maintained and retained unless otherwise
agreed by the local authority – Feock Parish Council and Cornwall
Council.

The existing cycle network needs to be improved with safer facilities
to connect the National Cycle Network and the Mineral Tramways
route (as shown on fig. 21 on page 20 of the CDDG).

Cycle network

Existing ‘green triangles’ will be maintained and retained to afford
visibility to all road users.

Information on cycle route maps and local information should be
provided to encourage and promote their use in collaboration with
local cycle hire outlets and holiday accommodation providers.

Provide adequate car parking facilities without detriment to use
of public transport or the character and appearance of the street
scene (height differences) between the size and scale of buildings

Any new developments should connect to existing routes in a
positive manner and contribute to their maintenance and retention.

DP 05.3

Reduce the impact
Traffic that does not need to use local village facilities should wherever
possible be discouraged from driving through the village of Carnon
Downs.
Heavy goods vehicles need to be encouraged to use only the
major roads in the area and not those running through the local
settlement – Quenchwell Road enables a route for heavy goods
vehicles to serve Carnon Downs Garden Centre

STRUCTURE

DP 05.9

Local sustainable transport strategy
Work with local schools and parents/carers to produce a local
sustainable transport strategy to change travel to school patterns
and encourage greater use of school buses, car sharing, cycling,
walking or use of Corlink.

DP 05.10

Signage
Clear distinct signage to aid way finding for all routes and to highlight
the location of facilities. Particular attention should be paid to
facilitate access for all.
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fig: 108

6.2 Layout, density and grouping of buildings
Whatever the scale of development, the layout and grouping
of buildings and facilities should reflect the locally distinctive
aspects of its setting and the characteristics of the site itself.

fig: 109

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 06
DP 06.1

Vary the density character
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
As seen in the character area analyses there are broadly three
different character areas within the village of Carnon Downs
which reflect the density, form and historic development of
the settlement.
The layout of buildings is governed by the time of their
development to a degree, as more recent developments were
largely based on ‘estate layouts’ with culs-de-sac, generally uniform
plot sizes with commensurate built form to plot size ratios.
Earlier developments often of detached two storey dwellings
of varying sizes fronting onto the historic street network.
The village is well served by local facilities distributed throughout
the settlement. Whilst this may be an advantage with regards
to accessibility, the disparate nature fails to define a village centre.
Generally the topography of the village is relatively flat on the
central plateau top with developments to the north and south
utilising the valley slopes.

Issues/pressures:
Higher density to accommodate greater number of units
on any given site

Match the ‘grain’ and density of new built form with that of
immediately adjacent built areas or look to the wider context for
an appropriate density for the site.
Design higher density close to the settlement core with decreasing
density at its edges to allow better integration of built development
with the surrounding landscape.
Design the layout of the development to follow the contours of the
site, to minimise the amount of cut and fill – note ground finished
floor levels should be seen to work with the topography, not be
raised artificially above it, requiring the addition of steps/slopes to
access the building

DP 06.2

Building Orientation
Orientating buildings to maximise solar gain.
Make buildings face onto the street and other public spaces to
create ‘activity’ and natural surveillance – avoid blank facades, backs
and dead spaces facing public areas and public highways

DP 06.3

Local microclimatic
Local microclimatic conditions and prevailing wind directions need
to be considered to reduce heat loss – avoid exposed sites, frost
pockets and wind tunnel effects by utilising topography and avoid
levelling to provide flat platforms. Instead work with the land, e.g.
step buildings up the slope or adjust internal floor levels

Standard housing types to be used without due regard to
characteristics of the local context

DP 06.4

Height of any new development needs to respond
sympathetically to topography and adjacent areas

Maintain existing building lines, set backs and projections – only vary
where necessary to inform corners or other street frontage details.

Building lines

Work within the natural features of the site
Fig: 108

Sketch to show layout, density and grouping of buildings
traditional density

Fig: 109

Sketch to show layout, density and grouping of buildings
low density

STRUCTURE

(Continued overleaf)
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fig: 110

DP 06.5

Keeping in scale
Achieve a balance between the size of a space and the scale and
height of buildings which contain it

DP 06.6

Reference points

fig: 111

Utilise buildings to inform key locations, entrance points, street
corners etc to provide reference points and aid way finding

DP 06.7

Transitions
Allow transition (e.g. stepping a large mass down to meet its
neighbours, by obvious ridgeline height differences) between the
size and scale of buildings

DP 06.8

Show the way
Utilise buildings to inform key locations, entrance points, street
corners etc to provide reference points and aid way finding

fig: 112

Fig: 110

Aerial photo to show existing villagescape

Fig: 111

Building used to terminate view at T-junction.

Fig: 112

Dwellings should follow the topography and not use false levels.

STRUCTURE
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fig: 113

6.3 Connect the public space network to the
wider area and design public spaces to
meet local needs
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reason:
The existing public open spaces (POS) and public meeting places
(PMP) are well used. Retention and enhancement of the existing
POS and PMP and provision of new facilities to serve the current
and future requirements of the local community

fig: 114

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 07
DP 07.1

Location of public space provision
Identify the location of existing public spaces within the settlement
and surrounding area within the ward (see details in section 4 Character areas). Identify/create opportunities to contribute to this
network through public space provision on the site (if applicable)
and enhancement of existing facilities

DP 07.2

Access

Issues/pressures:
Local meeting place facilities are well used; further space
is required for events within the ward

Create easy access links and connections between public spaces from
site to the wider network of public open spaces; these routes
should act as wildlife corridors to connect public spaces to the
open countryside

Lack of play space
DP 07.3
Opportunity to plan for a village green space

Local requirements
Leaving undeveloped areas in and around potential sites – play
space opportunities - to plan for future demand

DP 07.4

Designing out crime – natural surveillance
Allow for natural surveillance overlooking of public open spaces
where possible to create safe places

fig: 115

Fig: 113

The Bowling Club.

Fig: 114

Existing footpath, well maintained with simple robust surface treatment.

Fig: 115

Play space area.

STRUCTURE
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fig: 116

6.4 Safety and security
Safety and security are very important elements in any
development and one of the most effective measures for
community safety and crime prevention is the creation of
‘lived-in’ areas with natural surveillance.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reason
To maintain the existing safe and secure environment within
the Carnon Downs Ward.

Issues/pressures:
The Neighbourhood Watch schemes are valued locally
but need further support
The residents feel they need more direct contact with
their Community Police

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 08
DP 08.1

Keep an eye on things
Make buildings front onto the street and public realm. Locating
children’s play areas and seating areas where they can be observed
by nearby dwellings and passers by

DP 08.2

Active uses
Active uses especially at ground level to add vitality and occupancy
e.g kitchen or commercial use

DP 08.3

Attractive design
Mixing uses especially at ground level to add vitality and occupancy
at different times of the day and night

DP 08.4

Minimise conflict and opportunities for crime
Locate parking in garages/within the coverage of buildings or where
appropriate on the street in view of residents and passers by

Fig: 116

Natural surveillance helps to create safe neighbourhoods.

STRUCTURE
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7 Building Design
It is understandable and legitimate
for householders to want to
improve and extend their
properties. Most development
proposals are reasonable and
acceptable and often planning
permission will be given. However,
some development may have an
adverse impact on the area by
virtue of their size, scale, aspect,
design, materials and locality.
Whether or not planning
permission is required the use of
these guidance notes will help
bring about quality development
which will be of benefit to all.
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fig: 117

7.1 Buildings on plots

fig: 118

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 09

This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
The characteristic of Carnon Downs is for development to be
accessed from the street and to face onto it, allowing an active
relationship between the two – by providing natural surveillance.
The village is generally low density, with large areas of detached
bungalows, creating a spacious villagescape in some areas especially
in Character area A and B.

Issues/pressures:

DP 09.1

Coherent frontage / plot coverage
Create a coherent frontage with uniform setbacks characteristic
of the character of the area and established street scene. Don’t
over develop the plot – the proportion of built form to plot area
should reflect the local characteristic – Carnon Downs has a low
density, semi-rural characteristic for the most part and the local
and immediate context as defined in the character areas should be
reflected in any new development

DP 09.2

Density sensitivity - increase in density on plots to create
more units to provide greater profit, creating inappropriate
high density in low density areas (over development)
Poor design resulting in dead frontages – i.e. buildings
which turn their back to the street
Poor design resulting in incoherent building lines not reflective
of the local traditional to follow simple building lines
Inappropriate setbacks which are at odds with the local
context may cause harm to the street scene

Address the street positively
Development should face the street, with access onto it, to create
natural surveillance and active relationship between the building
and the street and its users – avoid blind developments which turn
their back to the street

DP 09.3

Coherent frontage
There is a mix of development types so any new development
should reflect the immediate characteristics in terms of position
of the building on the plot, proportion of built form to size of plot
and amount of setback/front building line
Plot coverage max 40%

Plot coverage max 40%

fig: 120

fig: 119

DESIGN

Fig: 117

Traditional development.

Fig: 118

Low density bungalow development

Fig: 119/20 Plot coverage.
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-300

300

S
7.2 Orientation and location of buildings
on plots

S
DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 10

A careful balance needs to be taken to provide optimum
orientation of buildings (the principal facade) and how they
will fit in with local character and the height and roofscape
of adjacent buildings. Orientation of buildings and gardens is
important in terms of solar gain, wind exposure and use for
ventilation and power. Outdoor spaces should be orientated
to provide maximum sunlight. Unsightly uses should be
placed at the rear of buildings or hidden from view in open
front storage areas, so as not to cause detriment to the
streetscape and public realm areas.

DP 10.1

This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:

Wind

Whilst much of Carnon Downs village is located on the
top of a plateau with relatively flat land, the more recent
developments on the edges of the historic centre are
located on sloping sides of the plateau.
The south west prevailing wind affects a large proportion of
the ward, particularly on the edges of the settlement

fig: 121

Orientation – take best advantage of solar gain
Wherever possible orientate buildings broadly to the south, or within
30 degrees of south, to maximise solar gain. Plotting the path of the
sun at different times of the year in order to determine the optimum
orientation of the building. Avoid excessive overshadowing of buildings,
whether by earthwork, vegetation or walls, avoid any projections on
buildings that would cause permanent shade on the lower part of
north facades

DP 10.2
Locate buildings so that they utilise the natural landform to provide
protection from prevailing winds; avoid very exposed positions,
frost pockets or north facing slopes. Avoid the creation of wind
tunnels by the positioning of buildings

DP 10.3

Locate unsightly uses out of sight on plots
Locate storage facilities to the rear/side of buildings or well hidden
in purpose built facilities to the front to protect the appearance of
the public realm and the street scene

Issues/pressures:
Future development needs to reflect and respond well
to the local characteristics within the immediate and
wider context of the site

Fig: 121

Orientate buildings within 300 of south.

DESIGN
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fig: 122

7.3 Sustainable building and design
Sustainable design is more than just adding ‘bolt on’ technologies
to buildings. A wide range of factors including resources,
emissions, health, culture and habitat need to shape the form of
new development. Such an approach is essential for reducing
environmental impacts of new existing urban areas and creating
sustainable communities.
New development must use resources in an accountable
manner. This does not necessarily mean changing the way
things look, but it does mean changing the way things work.
Most sites provide opportunities to enhance existing habitats
or create new areas that would attract wildlife.

fig: 123

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 11
DP 11.1

‘Sustainable Design Guide’, Cornwall Council 2010
See further details contained within this document

DP 11.2

‘Domestic alterations and extensions to
existing dwellings - Design Guide’, Cornwall
Council 2009
See further details contained within this document

The major sustainability factors that you need to consider
when creating new development proposals are:
Reducing carbon emissions
Conserving and improving ecological diversity
Managing the use of resources
Creating sustainable communities
Adapting to climate change
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs Ward for the
following reason:
For the large part, considerations for sustainable development
will pertain to larger scale developments, such as new housing
or large commercial buildings. However, wherever there is a
requirement for using sustainable technologies, be it at large
scale or smaller domestic scale, such as solar panels for heating
water, or small scale wind generators, they should not create a
negative impact upon the existing character and appearance of
the landscape and townscape of the Carnon Downs area.

Issues/pressures:

fig: 124

The effects of transport on carbon emissions in the area
Possibility for inappropriate additions of renewable
technologies in sensitive areas, e.g. siting of solar panels
on roof slopes in public view

DESIGN

Fig: 122

Location of solar panels below ridgeline.

Fig: 123

Location of small micro wind generators at the rear of properties.

Fig: 124

Grow your own - greenhouse and vegetable plot.
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fig: 125

7.4 Building design

fig: 126

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 12

This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
The predominant building height within the ward is of one or
two storey buildings with the exception of rooms in the roof
of some two storey dwellings, the larger scale Methodist
Chapel and ‘manor’ style residences
The buildings are of simple form – traditional rectangular or
square in plan form, with simple ‘smaller than the main building’
extensions, with simple pitched gable end roofs
Facades and elevations are usually symmetrical in terms of openings

Issues/pressures:
Sustainable building requirements and impact upon the
creation of locally distinct developments, not uniform
‘anywhere’ boxes
Height sensitive location 2 storeys in height maximum,
due to plateau location
Inappropriate building form
Inappropriate design of facades and elevations
Inappropriate use of materials

DP 12.1

Building form
Simple rectangular forms are best - Design house/bungalow plans
based upon the traditional rectangular form with a simple pitched
roof spanning the narrower dimension creating a horizontal ‘long
and low’ emphasis. Creating larger or more complex buildings
through groupings of the basic form to make up L plans or T plans
with rear extensions or a deeper plan by adding a parallel range
behind with a M-shaped roof and central valley, avoiding square or
big boxy plan forms which may produce uncharacteristic pyramidshaped roofs. Avoid narrow frontage detached houses which create
a discordant building line and do not reflect the wider frontage local
characteristic, join up smaller houses in terraces to create an overall
rectangular form. Avoid heavy and unnecessary front projections
other than porches and bays where appropriate – house plans
should normally be flat fronted.
Relate well to neighbours and place - Place an emphasis on
reinterpretation of local traditions to suit modern-day needs. In
general design building forms to relate well to neighbouring
properties following local form.
Build in flexibility - Design the form and internal layout of smaller
houses (2 bed roomed to smaller) to allow for future adaptation
to meet future requirements. Avoid narrow-frontage houses
(less than 6 metres wide) which are very difficult to extend. Use
traditional purlin/rafter construction to allow for future conversion
of roof voids
(Continued overleaf)

Fig: 125

fig: 127

DESIGN

Modern dwellings need to reflect the proportion of built form to
plot area, characteristic of the area. Allow space around the building
for planting.

Fig: 126

A symmetrical frontage detail, eg. bay windows.

Fig: 127

Simple rectangular building forms are characteristic.
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fig: 128

fig: 129

DP 12.2

DP 12.3

Facades and elevations

Walls

Apply the traditional balance between mass and void - Follow the
traditional proportions of mass and void – traditional buildings have
relatively few and small openings in relation to the mass of walling.
Follow the general rule that the total area of windows and door
openings should not exceed one third of the total wall area with an
even lower ratio on gable ends/north facing walls. Avoid openings at
the corners of buildings – a wide pier of masonry between openings
should be incorporated to emphasise the visual strength of the walls.

Stone walls - Use local granite, slate or other local stone for walls
but only where there is an acceptable source. The predominant
use of the characteristic coursed killas stone for walls with granite
for lintels, quoins and openings. Match existing local stone size, colour
and coursing as closely as possible. Avoid ribboned or struck pointing
to stone walls – generally use lime mor tar in preference to hard
cement mortar. Avoid areas of token stonework (ref: Cornish
Building Stone and Slate Guide 2007)

Make openings symmetrical - The best solution for front elevations
is a symmetrical arrangement of windows arranged around an opening
placed on the central axis. Avoid arrangements which are almost but
not quite symmetrical. For narrow front-facing gables opt for single
openings on ground and first floor levels rather than pairs. Traditionally
the general pattern of openings are both horizontally and vertically
aligned i.e. windows in any given storey are in a row, while upper
windows tend to line up above lower ones

Slate hanging render - Where appropriate use slate hanging as a
feature for walls, repair existing slate hanging with local or secondhand
slate. Pay attention to size of slate and means of hanging (nailed
rather than clipped) the treatment of detailing, weathering and
reveals should follow local styles. Avoid dark coloured slates as
these can be very austere and cement fibre slates that create a
dark, brittle and shiny effect and bland appearance. Air movement
behind slates should be retained to keep the fabric of the building
ventilated and dry- avoid coatings, painting or mortaring existing
slate hanging (ref: Cornish Building Stone and Slate Guide 2007).

fig: 130

DESIGN

Render - Use render as an alternative to stone - it is cheaper and
versatile and locally distinct – use render type to match existing
parent building – within the ward area the nor m is for smooth
render, although, some rendered/painted chippings, pebble dash and
tyrolean finishes exist. Traditional buildings may warrant traditional
methods of render – limewash, mortar hand applied to provide a
‘softer’ finish create a more visually appealing finish smooth render
is preferable; using a warm mid toned lime render to create a mellow
appearance. Avoid grey coloured cement render which is brittle
and tends to crack. Avoid bell casts at the interface of different
materials or at the wall base – consider a softer ‘buttered’ or roll edge.

Fig: 128

Openings should be symmetrical.

Fig: 129

Lack of symmetry and openings and small scale of openings should
be avoided.

Fig: 130

Use of locally distinct materials in a modern dwelling. Whilst the
openings are unsymmetrical, a good example
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fig: 131

7.5 Roofs and chimneys
The predominant roof form in Carnon Downs ward is a
simple pitch with gable ends, has a simple, long, relatively
low pitch with uncomplicated ridgelines on individual buildings.
The roof should express the building form rather than try
to hide it. Whilst it may be appropriate on larger buildings
to create a varied roofscape, an over engineered roof form
to try to disguise a large scale building should be avoided, as
often the result is very poor and one should seek to reduce
the size of the building instead to reflect the local context.
Silvery grey natural slate roofs are one of the distinctive
features within Cornwall’s built vernacular and should be
utilised however, the dominant bungalow developments within
Carnon Downs have concrete roof tiles and therefore roof
materials should take context in consideration.
Any use of natural slate is encouraged and advice should
be sought from the Local Planning Authority with regard to
suitable slate types and sizes, and methods of laying (nailed
rather than clipped is advisable to allow some flexibility in
strong winds). The strong prevailing south westerly winds
in the area have generated eaves and gable details which are
tight against the building and are preferably constructed with
no or minimal exposed timber work. Chimneys provide
valuable accent and interest to roofscape and an established
air to a house – working chimneys are advocated to provide
a form of heating and natural ventilation.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reason:
The varied roofscape in Carnon Downs village is seen from
many views, from the road entering Forth Coth looking to the
west with external views from the north west and south east
looking into the village. The grey roofs of similar pitch, punctuated
with chimneys, create an interesting and varied skyline adding
to the character and appearance of the ward

DESIGN

fig: 132

Issues/pressures:
Lack of chimneys creates bland unbroken ridgelines which
create monotonous skylines and are not locally distinct
To reduce build costs so to neglect the inclusion of chimneys
as part of an alternative heating system; or to use ‘false’
chimneys to provide ventilation flue
Large deep plan building with unbroken ridgelines can
appear monotonous
The use of too steep a pitch for roofs
Use of roof styles that are not locally distinct can appear
out of place
Large roof additions that are misplaced and of an inappropriate
scale e.g. large bulky dormers can cause visual harm to
buildings and the street scene
The predominant palette of colours used for external
facades is cream, white and pale pastels ie. for chimney
stacks if applicable

Fig: 131

Natural slate roof materials and brick chimney stack reflect
local materials.

Fig: 132

Red ridge tiles and natural slate, with rendered chimney stack good example.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 13
DP 13.1

DP 13.5

Simple roof shapes

Provide a working chimney

The predominant roof form in Carnon Downs ward is a simple pitch
roof with gable ends. Some hipped or half-hip roofs exist but these
are not locally distinct and therefore should not be replicated ‘enmasse’,
contemporary roof styles may also be considered. Pitched roofs
should cover simple spaces, avoiding complicated roof configurations.
The roof should express the building form rather than obscure it.
Very long monotonous runs of buildings with the same roofline
should be avoided. The position of downpipes and rainwater
goods should be integrated into the design of the roof and facades
of the building to minimise impact of pipes on the overall design

Local characteristic of chimneys is centred on the ridgeline with an
internal breast; usually made of stone or brick with a terracotta pot
and corbelled weathering courses; size is proportionate to the scale
of the building. If an external chimney stack is to be used it should
be wide enough to be proportionate to its height; note internal
stacks reduce heat loss

DP 13.2

Appropriate pitch
Roof pitch should suit the material – local distinctive roofing material
of natural slate requires a pitch of between 30 to 35 degrees, concrete
roof tiles require a 40 to 45 degree pitch but should only be used
to match existing similar materials, i.e. on extensions. Flat, shallow
or steeply sloping pitches should be avoided. Parallel/double pitch
or lean-to roofs can be used to accommodate buildings with a
deeper plan

DP 13.3

Match materials
Most common and locally distinct roofing material is natural slate
of a mid grey colour; in the bungalow estate developments and at
The Forge the use of cement roof tiles are characteristics and
therefore should be matched as necessary, care should be taken
with regard to matching like for like, colour, profile and size and
method of laying. Alternatives with a specific, significant justification
on the grounds of sustainability may be considered but must be
balanced with maintaining local identity

DP 13.4

Keep eaves and verges tight and simple
Verge and eaves details should suit the form and style of the building
as well as its location – see details in character areas for reference.
Simple trim details should be used to produce uninterrupted eaves
lines; avoid decorative detailing. The use of standard box shape
eaves and projecting fascia and bargeboards should be avoided
unless already in the existing feature

DP 13.6

Dormers
Traditional pitch roof dormers set above eaves level are prevalent to
the area; local bungalow style dwellings typically have flat roofed
box style dormers, set below the ridgeline and above eaves level,
proportionate to the size of the roof often with blind cheeks clad
in a matching material to the roof. Dormers should be positioned
to line up with openings on the main façade to create symmetry

DP 13.7

Roof lights
Can be used as an alternative to dormers but should be used sparingly,
position them on the rear elevations and set flush with the roof plain;
vertical emphasis following the line of the roof are most appropriate
and should be aligned with the windows on the main facade. On
traditional buildings conservation style roof lights should be used with
a vertical band and thin external surround. Sun pipes may be used.
Designs should be selected that are appropriate for the building and
the location

DP 13.8

Solar panels
Solar panels and photovoltaic cells (see details in Sustainable Building
Guide link in Appendix for further information) heating systems can
now be incorporated within the construction of a roof – flashed and
flush mounted or directly mounted in to its surface – particular care
will need to be taken on sensitive sites

DP 13.9

Protected species
Be aware of the possible presence of bats and/or nesting birds in roofs
and cavity walls. A survey may be required for these legally protected
species before conversion/extension works are granted planning
permission; see ‘Biodiversity and Geological Conservation: Planning
Good Practice Guidance for Cornwall (November 2007)’; available
online at: www.cornwall.gov.uk/m_pdf/8_k_GPG_FINAL_JAN_08_1_.pdf
(in particular pages 27-28).

fig: 133.1
Fig: 133.1/2 Flat roof dormer windows should be proportionate to the proportion
of the house and should follow the line of the windows on the facade
of the building.
Fig: 134

Avoid large ‘shed like’ dormers which do not sit below the ridgeline of
the building.

DESIGN

fig: 133.2

fig: 134
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fig: 135

7.6 Windows, doors and porches
The design of windows and doors is one of the most important
factors influencing the character and appearance of new buildings.
The pattern of openings essentially articulates the facades of a
building. Many typical proportions, details and means of openings
which are characteristic of older properties can be adapted
to suit new buildings and help them to fit in with their
surroundings. In general, window and door styles should
be simple, well-proportioned and of a style that suits the
character of the building, normally with a strong vertical
emphasis to the openings and a deep reveal (i.e. the set-back
for windows and doors from the outer face of the wall).
In existing properties it can be cheaper to repair original
windows and doors than to install replacements.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reason:
The ward accommodates buildings of various architectural
styles, traditional cottages, larger manor style buildings and
bungalows; the detailing of windows on extensions and new
buildings should reflect the existing details to provide a successful
design that complements the existing building or those that
surround the new development.

Issues/pressures:
Loss of traditional wooden windows and doors to uPVC
replacements
Inappropriate design of windows and doors in extensions
to existing buildings

Fig: 135

Traditional pitched roof porch.

Fig: 136

Modern window opening.

DESIGN

fig: 136

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 14
DP 14.1

Enhance and compliment the character
of the building
Retain, adapt and reinstate original window designs and patterns
where possible, to preserve the character of the building. Use
styles which copy the details of windows and doors on the main
building when designing an extension.
Avoid large blank panes of glass, including picture windows and
patio doors especially on front elevations, as they look out of place
and can disrupt the traditional balance between wall and openings
(otherwise referred to as ‘solid to void’) on traditional buildings
these details can be unacceptable, however, they may be appropriate
for bungalow style buildings.
Avoid fake styles – like ‘sash’ casements which are top hung, or self
adhesive lead lattice. Generally uPVC is discouraged especially in
sensitive historic and designated landscape areas unless to match
existing on extensions.
Avoid the addition of external shutters as they are not a local
tradition; internal shutters should be functional and in keeping
with the style of the building. Ensure that timber window and door
frames are from renewable sources and of good, durable quality.
Security is also important (ref: Secure by Design New Homes 2010)

DP 14.2

Doors
Use simple well proportioned door designs that suit the character
of the building, avoiding ornamental or fussy styles or those
incorporating a mock fan light. Cottages in rural locations suit
timber edged, braced and boarded doors; in the village and larger
properties – timber, four or six panelled doors are appropriate.
Avoid doors with large glass panels as they may unbalance the
façade of the building. Recess doors into the wall by at least 50mm.
If patio doors are appropriate for the style of the building, eg
bungalow, limit the width of the opening to 3 metres, sub dividing
larger areas to reduce the effect of a large area of glazing and
positioning on a central axis; consider French doors on older
traditional style buildings, e.g. cottages
(Continued overleaf)
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fig: 137

Doors should facilitate access for all people of all ages, sizes, and
abilities. Specifications should meet user needs. Seek further advice
from Cornwall Councils Access Officer.

DP 14.3

Traditional finishes
Wherever possible use traditional materials and finishes for doors
and windows, and match these to the use and character of the building.
Try to avoid aluminium, uPVC and tropical hardwood windows
and doors, especially as replacements in older buildings, and selecting
windows and doors which use timber from sustainable sources.
Use slate or stone for window sills in preference to timber where
possible. Use paint as the traditional finish for windows and doors
and generally avoid wood stain or varnish.

DP 14.4

Porches
Should reflect the form and size (scale proportion to the main
building) of those distinctive to the locality – try to avoid large box
flat roofed styles, utilise the same roofing material as found on the
main building (unless it is of poor quality)

fig: 139

fig: 138

Fig: 137

Local porch styles.

Fig: 138

Symmetry of openings.

Fig: 139

Examples of good simple door types.

Fig: 140

Avoid over decorative door treatments.

Fig: 141

Traditional windows (top) bungalow style window (bottom).

DESIGN

fig: 140

fig: 141
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fig: 142

7.7 Extensions
The design of an extension should relate not only the space
that it will provide but also the impact upon the existing
building, the neighbouring properties and the appearance of
the resultant building upon the street scene. A well-designed
extension that respects the character of the existing building
can add value. It is important to note that a poorly designed
extension can have the reverse effect and have a negative
impact upon the street scene and surrounding context of
the building. Particular care should be taken in the case of
alterations or extensions to traditional buildings. In general,
any extension will need to be respectful and subordinate to
the parent building in terms of design size, height and form
(and details of windows and door openings and roof profile),
scale, siting, materials and finishes.

fig: 143

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 15
DP 15.1

Respect local character
The extension should blend in with the surrounding area, particularly
if it will be visible by the public or from neighbouring properties.
An extension should reflect the details of the main building and
the nearby properties

DP 15.2

Neighbourliness
Discuss plans with neighbours who may be affected by them before
they see notices or receive notification letters from the Council.
Obtain any necessary permission from neighbours in order to gain
access for construction or future decoration and maintenance.

This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reason:

Avoid intrusion upon neighbours privacy or significantly reducing
the amount of daylight or sunlight their house receives.

The majority of the dwellings in Carnon Downs ward are
detached properties and the garden areas could provide
opportunities for extension to such properties.

Consider not extending more than is appropriate from the original
building where it adjoins or is closely positioned to neighbouring
buildings. Allow for adequate space between buildings.

Avoid new windows overlooking other properties, as far as possible.

Issues/pressures:
Extensions are considered a valuable option to home
owners as they can provide greater space for occupants
without having to move
Cost of development from conception to construction
may deter good quality for cheaper options which may
result in poor design and construction and an overall
detrimental impact to the parent building and the
street scene

Fig: 142

Good example of side extension set subservient to the main building
with use of matching materials.

Fig: 143

Poor example of extension. Flat roof and small, squat windows.
Pitched roof and similar scale windows to the main building would be
more appropriate.

DESIGN

Care should be taken when extending to avoid shading
neighbouring properties

DP 15.3

Compliment the original house/building
Relate the extension to the scale and proportions of the original
building – narrower dimensions in width than the frontage and depth
from the back (see illustrations) to allow the extension to be subservient
to the parent building unless a unified ridgeline is preferable.
Aim for simple uncomplicated building forms, and use good quality
matching and locally distinct materials. Use a roof pitch which is
the same or similar to the main building.
Avoid large areas of flat roof. Use lean-to roofs on single storey
extensions to 2 storey properties. Maintain access from the front to
the rear of the building – leaving 1m gap unless local characteristics
dictate more
(Continued overleaf)
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fig: 145
fig: 144

DP 15.4

DP 15.9

Side extensions

Protected species

Generally set side extensions back from the front of the main building
in order to maintain the proportions of the original building and
reduce the impact of any mis-match of materials.

Be aware of the possible presence of bats and/or nesting birds in roofs
and cavity walls. A survey may be required for these legally protected
species before conversion/extension works are granted planning
permission; see ‘Biodiversity and Geological Conservation: Planning
Good Practice Guidance for Cornwall (November 2007)’; available
online at: www.cornwall.gov.uk/m_pdf/8_k_GPG_FINAL_JAN_08_1_.pdf
(in particular pages 27-28).

The ridge height of two storey extensions should be lower than
the main ridge line of the original building

DP 15.5

Rear and front extensions
Locate the extension to the rear of the property where it is less
likely to be within public view and avoid front extensions which can
damage the appearance of the main building and the street scene.
fig: 146a

Limit the size of any front extension that is proposed – allow it to
follow the form of the existing building, pitch the roof at the same
angle as the main roof – keep it simple

DP 15.6

Roof extensions
Consider the use of dormers or rooflights to allow for extending
into the roofspace as an alternative to an extension to the rear or
side of the building (see guidance on dormers in Design Principal 13)
fig: 146b

DP 15.7

Openings, details and materials
Match new features with the shape, size, position, spacing, type and
materials of the existing doors and windows to create a balanced design.
Wherever possible use traditional materials and finishes for doors
and windows, and match these to the use and character of the building.
Match the general type, size, colour, tone and texture of building
materials on the original house
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DP 15.8

Other considerations
Ensure that the extended building does not take up too much of the
plot and that minimum garden sizes are maintained (see external
areas – gardens Design Principle 21) whilst providing enough space
for adequate car parking. Provide 2 off-road parking spaces for the
extended house.
The position of specific features such as trees, drains or other services
need to be taken into account during the design concept stage.
Utilise symmetry of openings and building form

DESIGN

fig: 147
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Fig: 144

Examples of simple extension forms.

Fig: 145

Example of good extension ridgeline

Fig: 146a/b The ridgeline of extensions should be below the roofline of the building
Fig: 147

Set extensions back from the front of the main building and lower
ridge height. The roof should be of a similar pitch to that of the
main building.
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fig: 148

7.8 Outbuildings and curtilage structure
The main issues to consider when designing curtilage structures,
or space to provide curtilage structures, to meet future
demands of a site are siting, scale and appearance in relation
to their intended current and future uses, and the potential
impacts on the character and setting of existing buildings and
features. Care should be taken to avoid over development
of a plot or a negative impact upon the existing dwelling or
those within the context of the site.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reason:
The front gardens of properties in Carnon Downs are a key
characteristic and therefore storage facilities, garages etc
should be kept out of sight rather than impinging on frontages
which could cause a detrimental impact to the character and
appearance of the street scene

Issue/pressure:
For storage of vehicles, loss of existing garage space for
storage, recycling etc

fig: 149

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 16
DP 16.1

Place new structures carefully
Site garages, car ports and larger outbuilding in a way which links
them visually to the main building and one another. Avoid dotting
them over the plot with odd angles to the main building line or
boundary features. Generally locate additional structures to the rear
or set back to the side of the main building where they are less visible.
Retain natural boundaries such as Cornish hedges and trees, and include
soft planting schemes with the design. Trees need to be protected
during construction (see boundaries Design Principle 25)

DP 16.2

Design to fit in
Match the character of the outbuilding to the main building (see
Design Principle 16 - extensions) – keep it simple and fit for purpose.
Create a set back of 100mm for large garage doors, use two single
doors, vertical boarded timber doors are generally suitable in
traditional context or styles to match the parent building

DP 16.3

Keep in scale
Ensure the scale of the outbuilding is adequate to accommodate
current and future uses. Maintain an appropriate balance between
the proportion of the plot occupied by all buildings and that
occupied by garden/external space (see guidance on plot ratios).
Ensure that the outbuildings remain subservient to the main building,
taking into account the cumulative effect of other structures

DP 16.4

Be neighbourly
Discuss plans with neighbours; avoid intrusion on neighbours’ privacy
or reducing the amount of day/sun light their house receives

Fig: 148

fig: 150

DESIGN

Good example of traditional outbuilding.

Fig: 149

Traditional garage/workshop.

Fig: 150

Locate outbuildings to the rear of dwellings. Garages should be
located close to vehicular access and behind the front building line
of the dwelling.
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fig: 151

7.9 Building conversions
There are some traditional buildings within the countryside of
Carnon Downs that are no longer used for their original purpose
but which make an important contribution to the landscape
of the ward. Their adaptation and re-use is an important way
of maintaining such buildings as features in the landscape, and
is an important principle of sustainable development, but this
must be done with great care to ensure that the essential
character of the original building is not lost.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reason:
Agricultural buildings (barns) which may be capable of conversion
of a traditional construction – would warrant a good quality
design to preserve and enhance their individual characteristics.

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 17
DP 17.1

Original structure and features
Advice should first be sought from the Cornwall Council’s Conservation
Officer if a building is listed; and from a Building Control Officer
regarding whether the building is capable of conversion and how
to meet the requirements of Building Regulations. Maintain the
original storey heights, roof and eaves line.
Retain and highlight any original features of architectural interest
– beams and roof structures, windows and doorways, date stones,
stone steps etc. Retain and salvage original building materials
wherever possible. Research and record the original internal and
external characteristics to inform any appropriate changes before
any conversion work commences

DP 17.2

Issue/pressure:
For maximum return from the conversion of existing
buildings i.e. to provide housing could lead to over
domestication if the design does not preserve and
enhance their individual characteristics.

Openings
Avoid new openings as they may damage the character of the
building. Fit the proposed internal layout of the building to the
existing openings, rather than the other way round. Retain original
doors and windows within these openings wherever possible.
Retain the original character and proportion of tall openings – partially
glazed door or pair of doors. Be careful that inserted floors which
run the length of the building do not run across an existing opening.
‘Floating’ galleried, first floor or a floor recessed within the building
can achieve this successfully. Add new windows and doors sparingly;
match the shape, scale, and style of new openings with those of
the existing building following the original emphasis – with similar
joinery details in timber; try to avoid uPVC, aluminium – although
metal painted frames may be appropriate. Use traditional finishes
such as paint for windows, doors and weatherboarding, lime wash
for walls – the use of ‘orange’ or mahogany stain should be avoided.
Keep the door furniture simple rather over elaborate, domestic
styles. Provide simple style lintels for framework to openings
– using stone, granite, wood or brick. Use slate or dressed stone
sills – projecting timber sills are generally less appropriate. Recess
windows from the face of the wall by at least 150mm to create
depth and shadow lines
(Continued overleaf)

Fig: 151

Example of barn conversion - Tregye.

DESIGN
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fig: 152

DP 17.3

DP 17.5

Roofs and chimneys

External areas

Retain existing roof structure, shape and materials; do not raise the
height of the roof to change a single storey to a two storey building.
Maintain existing irregularities in the roof shape during repair
work – these are part of the charm of the building. Retain an
uncluttered expanse of roof. Use original roofing materials, similar
salvaged materials or appropriate new hand-made tiles or slates
rather than a modern substitute for repair work. Re-lay roof slates
or tiles to the original pattern and size. Avoid domestication such as
introducing dormer windows – these are characteristic of dwellings
not barns. Avoid the use of roof lights, unless totally necessary
when they should be fitted flush to the roof and be a small, narrow,
vertical form located on a rear or unobtrusive elevation.

Avoid domestication of the setting of the building – keep external
areas simple and uncluttered. Locate garages, sheds, greenhouses
and parking areas with great care and accommodate within the
existing building if possible to prevent additional buildings. Screen
other domestic features such as washing lines and bins or locate
out of sight. Minimise the sub-division of yards and paddocks by
walls or appropriate fences (agricultural style fencing). Apply rural
finishes and treatments to hard surfaced areas – eg slate, granite
paving or gravel rather than tarmac. Avoid suburban or overtly
ornamental forms of planting which are alien to the setting of rural
buildings – create informal lawns.

Avoid building new chimney stacks – also characteristic of dwellings
– metal flues are less obtrusive especially when painted black –
locate on the least visible part of the roof near to but not above
the ridge. Avoid visible satellite dishes and tv aerials – locate within
the roof space. Utilise ‘hidden’ ventilation such as tile venting to
disguise it from view

DP 17.4

Internal areas
Keep internal spaces intact – use galleries to preserve the qualities
of large internal spaces. Integrate internal features of interest, such
as tall divisions where possible. Adapt living arrangements to suit
the building in order to preserve the original structure and the
integrity of the building

Keep entrance gates simple and match them with adjacent
boundaries – ornate high gates unless associated with ‘manor style’
dwellings are usually inappropriate in rural settings

DP 17.6

Protected species
Be aware of the possible presence of bats and/or nesting birds in roofs
and cavity walls. A survey may be required for these legally protected
species before conversion/extension works are granted planning
permission; see ‘Biodiversity and Geological Conservation: Planning
Good Practice Guidance for Cornwall (November 2007)’; available
online at: www.cornwall.gov.uk/m_pdf/8_k_GPG_FINAL_JAN_08_1_.pdf
(in particular pages 27-28).

Fig: 152

DESIGN

Accommodate domestic uses such as garaging of cars/storage in
existing buildings if possible.
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fig: 153

7.10 New agricultural buildings

fig: 154

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 18

The design of farm buildings has evolved over the years in
response to local climatic conditions, landscape, the farming
system and locally available materials. Farming techniques
and technology have often broken with past practices and
some traditional building forms are no longer appropriate.
Nevertheless, new buildings should respect traditional
influences and respect their landscape setting.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reason:
The siting of agricultural buildings can have a considerable impact
upon the character and appearance of the countryside and views
within the ward. Consideration of the proposals from all view
points should be taken and inform the scale and siting of the
proposed building, utilising natural landform – topography to
help screen larger buildings.

DP 18.1

Fit into the setting
Site new buildings into the folds of landform to aid screening and
provide shelter and better integration with the surrounding landscape;
align building parallel with the contours. Make use of existing yards
and roads where ever possible rather than introducing new features
into the landscape. Generally relate buildings to the farm complex
unless they warrant isolation. Retain trees and hedges and respect
existing field patterns

DP 18.2

Minimise potential impacts
Avoid locating buildings on the crest of hills, reduce visual impact
by relating the colour and materials to the landscape. Careful siting
is required in relation to neighbouring properties in terms of smell
and noise

DP 18.3

Issues/pressures:

Reduce form and scale
Thought needs to be taken when proposing new buildings
within the open countryside. In general the farming practices
and relatively small size of fields within the ward limit the
size of farm machinery and therefore do not warrant large
buildings to house them.

Break up large areas of roof and walls with the use of well positioned
downpipes, doors and timber boarding. Match roof pitches to existing
buildings, especially in small farmyard groups

DP 18.4

Use appropriate forms of materials,
colour and cladding
Use natural materials, wherever possible, which will weather well
over time, e.g. natural stonework with vertical timber cladding.
Where man-made materials are acceptable choose matt finishes
and appropriate colours, eg. muted colours, grey green, dark green
against tree/green background and grey tones against the skyline.
Make roofs darker than walls using dark roofs where the building is
set against the skyline and paler grey where the siting of the building
is less obtrusive.

DP 18.5
fig: 155

Fig: 153

Without screening - large agricultural buildings can appear out of
scale with the main dwelling (farmhouse) and can be very visually
intrusive in the open countryside.

Fig: 154

Planting and use of local structures, eg. Cornish hedges, can screen
large buildings successfully and mitigate their impact.

Fig: 155

Example of traditional barn hidden by mature tree planting.

DESIGN

Maintain rural character
Use boundary treatments that are appropriately low key and rural in
character Repair and retain Cornish hedges, walls and stone gateposts.
Keep entrance gates simple and match with the style of adjacent
boundaries – timber gates are preferable. Locate unsightly areas from
public view points and provide adequate, appropriate screening
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fig: 156

7.11 Commercial and other large buildings
The large industrial and commercial buildings in Carnon Downs
are concentrated on the edges of the village and influence first
impressions. These are visible from considerable distances across
the valleys and from major roads. Mindful of their impact on
existing settlements and landscape settings, it is vitally important
that the location and design of commercial and other large
buildings is well considered.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
Due to the topography of the area, the location of many of the
large commercial buildings can be seen from distant views i.e.
Carnon Downs Garden Centre and The Valley can be seen from
Chyreen Lane (located to the north of the sites), with Carnon
Inn being seen from the A39 and views from within the village
looking north
The village’s commercial premises also need to consider their
impact in terms of shop front signage and lighting, the quality
of the public realm in relation to car parking and movement;
and adequate soft planting, screening and landscaping

Issues/pressures:
Expansion of commercial developments to provide
greater trading floor space/accommodation resulting in
encroachment into the open countryside

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 19
DP 19.1

Fit into the setting
Fit the layout of the buildings to the characteristic urban grain of
the village – low density; and in a rural setting to the natural ‘grain’
of the landscape. Reduce the areas of external car parking and
hard standing to the minimum necessary, by encouraging shared
useage and provision by local public transport. Retain existing
natural features on site and maintain them, e.g. trees and Cornish
hedges. (see Design Principle 18 - agricultural buildings)

DP 19.2

Minimise potential impacts
(See agricultural siting details Design Principle 18)

DP 19.3

Place buildings carefully
Use the orientation of the building to minimise the landscape and
visual impact of the built form. Generally group new buildings
together, especially in the ‘open countryside’ where they should follow
traditional farmstead patterns of development complexes
Ensure consistent building lines and set backs create a coherent
pattern of buildings. Consider sensitivity in terms of visibility and
impact upon views and vistas (see section on character areas)
(Continued overleaf)

Advertisements, lighting and signage
Provision of car parking areas to serve the commercial activity
Increase in customer and delivery traffic from growth in
commercial activity and subsequent impact in terms of traffic
disturbance, pollution and safety risks to residents within
the ward.

Fig: 156

The Carnon Downs Garden Centre is a large commercial building in
the open countryside.

Fig: 157

The use of planting and colour of roofing material can screen large
buildings and mitigate their impact.

DESIGN

fig: 157
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Fig: 158

Lighting should be kept to a minimum for this rural village location.

DP 19.4

DP 19.10

Create attractive frontages

Provide an attractive setting

Locate windows and doors and active uses on areas that overlook
roads or other public areas. Locate car parking and service yards
behind or within buildings or screen them from public view

Avoid visual clutter by keeping signage and lighting to a minimum to
fulfil its function. Retain and reinforce trees and hedgerows using
native species (see Design Principle 1 - landscape setting).

DP 19.5

Leave room for landscape

Utilise unique appropriate touches to create a distinctive identity
for the development – e.g. incorporate a detailed landscape scheme
with the design of the development (apply to existing sites). Enhance
and protect existing and proposed opportunities for biodiversity.

Overall commercial building footprints should not exceed 35% of
the total developable area for larger development sites – dedicating
over half of the site to soft landscaping

DP 19.11

DP 19.6

Keep lighting to a minimum in terms of
‘light’ and the amount of lamp standards

Reduce scale and bulk
See details in Design Principles 19 - agricultural and Design Principle
16 - domestic

DP 19.7

Use appropriate materials, colour and cladding
Use colours characteristic to the area eg. dark recessive colours
– domestic style buildings should follow the details as set out in
Design Principle 16 - Extensions

DP 19.8

Retain, maintain and provide
suitable boundaries
Avoid ‘open’ development layouts with no definition to plots – in this
rural locality use local methods of boundary treatment to demark
plots, e.g. Cornish hedges and hedge banks lined with trees and link
to this surrounding the site, e.g. existing field boundaries.
Try to avoid the use of high, visible security fencing utilising an agricultural
type boundary instead (see section on agricultural buildings)

DP 19.9

Due to its rural location light pollution should be avoided – provide
adequate amount of light to permit use and safety at night and use
a minimum of lamp standards of appropriate height and design i.e.
urban highway lamp standards or gantry lights are inappropriate as
they are too large for the rural character of the ward. Security lighting
for premises at night time should be kept to a minimum to provide
security but not too cause excessive light pollution to this rural area

DP 19.12

Noise pollution
The siting and location of commercial premises in proximity to
neighbouring properties, particularly dwellings should be taken into
account and necessary methods and measures taken to prevent
noise pollution (contact Cornwall Council for more information)

DP 19.13

Ventilation and smells
The siting and location of commercial premises in proximity to
neighbouring properties, particularly dwellings should be taken into
account and necessary methods and measures taken to prevent air
pollution (contact Cornwall Council for more information)

Soften the impact of hard areas such as
parking areas

DP 19.14

Avoid large expanse of tarmac or concrete hard standings – use
permeable surfaces to limit surface water run off and, tree planting
and boundaries to provide screening and shading. More formal areas
of hard standing should use locally distinct materials – slate, granite
or granite chippings to define spaces

The design of shop fronts should take into account the character
of the main building, the context and all of the aforementioned
details (contact Cornwall Council for more information)

Shop fronts

DP 19.15

Signs and advertising
For further guidance contact Cornwall Council

DESIGN
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8 External Areas
‘Soft landscaping is the key
characteristic of the Carnon Downs
Ward area’
Design of the landscape and
external spaces around the
buildings is at least as important
as design of the buildings
themselves in defining the
character and quality of places,
and yet it is often given much
less attention. Getting design of
paving materials, boundaries and
planting right helps to create a
distinctive character for new
places and can make a big
difference to how well the
development is integrated within
the Carnon Downs ward and its
ultimate success.
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fig: 159
99
fig:

8.1 Cars and parking

fig: 160

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 20

Cars are stationary for most of the time and the location of
vehicles and parking spaces can have a significant impact on the
streetscape of the village. Every effort should be made to reduce
the level of parking and minimise the dominance of the car in
the design of new development.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reason:
Whilst many plots include off street parking, front gardens and
boundaries are an important characteristic within the ward and
their loss to provide car parking can have a negative impact
upon the character and appearance of the street scene.

Issues/pressures:
Given its rural location car dependency is high, with more
cars per dwelling dependent upon family size, there can
be problems with pressure for parking provision leading
to on street parking
Loss of front boundaries to facilitate off street parking causes
a detrimental impact upon the character and appearance
of street scenes by loss of definition to public and private
space and loss of soft landscaping

DP 20.1

Amount and location of parking
Parking within the dwelling curtilage – garages should be provided
set back from the street frontage.
Single garages should have a minimum internal floor area of 3m x 6.5m
to accommodate enough space for a car, cycle parking and storage;
garages should be constructed of locally distinct materials, be of simple
form and with few windows, in sensitive areas (traditional buildings
and context), use side opening rather than up-and-over doors.
Lighting is important to provide enough light to use the area effectively
without causing detriment to the character of the village or
neighbouring properties through light pollution.
On street parking – integrate this into the design of the street
broken by landscaping – green grass verges are characteristic of
the area with local species of trees for planting.
Cycle parking, in garages and within plots.

DP 20.2

Crime
Discourage crime, locate garages within the dwelling curtilage, or
where windows from properties provide natural surveillance to
discourage crime – theft or vandalism (ref: Secure by Design, New
Home 2010)

DP 20.3

Car parking for the disabled
Provide car parking for disabled users in accordance with advice
from the Cornwall Council Access Officer.

fig: 161

OUTSIDE

Fig: 159

Good example of existing front boundary treatment.

Fig: 160

Loss of front boundary results in poor streetscene.

Fig: 161

Location of car parking on plot.
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fig: 162

8.2 Gardens and outdoor amenity space
Convenient access to gardens and open space is important
for quality of life and personal well-being and should be
provided in all new developments. Provision of open space
for community use is important in achieving a successful and
attractive development; the type and size of open space will
vary dependent upon the characteristics of the development,
the site and its context.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
One of the key characteristics of Carnon Downs is the landscape
structure that knits all of the different areas together and allows
it to merge successfully into the open countryside
Further housing development will require private garden
amenity space to reflect the local characteristics in terms of
location and size, and provision or contribution towards public
open space to provide for community use for the whole of
the ward and sustain biodiversity.

fig: 163

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 21
DP 21.1

Outdoor amenity space
Ensure that there is enough provision of private amenity space to suit
the type and size of the building and the needs of the occupants
(recommendations for residential buildings are 100 m² for 3 bed
dwellings and above, 50m² for 2 beds, and 35m² for 1 bed dwellings).
Garden space needs to be usable space, gardens less than the
recommended area should provide alternative outdoor space on
or near the site.
Consider the long term management and compatibility with local
species when selecting screening and softening plants and trees.
Incorporate existing public open space and significant landscape
features into new developments; or where this is not possible provide
new areas of public open space using landscaping to reflect the
characteristics of the area.
Provide communal areas with a variety of facilities for occupants,
balancing the needs of different age groups within the Carnon
Downs community.

Issues/pressures:

Avoid long narrow alleyways as access

Higher densities of infill development to provide greater
dwelling units impinges or results in the loss of space
for amenity

DP 21.2

Greater, inappropriate density of developments can result
in loss of privacy within the new development area and
with existing development

Privacy
Try to ensure that private amenity areas are not overlooked by the
public or adjoining properties.
Use planting, the orientation of spaces and appropriate (locally distinct)
methods of screening such as local stone walls to create privacy.

50 metres minimum
garden space

fig: 164

OUTSIDE

Fig: 162

Mature garden planting is prevalent in the area

Fig: 163

Robust planted rear boundary treatments.

Fig: 164

Minimum outdoor amenity space standards.
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fig: 165

8.3 Protecting existing features
Wherever possible existing landscape features should be retained
on the site, such as trees, hedges and areas with water, and
should be adequately protected during construction and
maintained thereafter. Not only can these features aid the
successful integration of new development into its surrounds
they are often regarded locally with communal and social values
for being markers and distinct features of the area’s treasured
landscape. Opportunities should be sought to provide links
between existing habitats and to create new habitats in the
interest of protecting and enhancing biodiversity.

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 22
DP 22.1

Identify important assets
Undertake a landscape/tree survey to record the position, extent,
branch spread, species, condition and height of all existing trees
(including those off site trees close to boundaries), shrubs and
hedgerows, position of ponds, watercourses and ditches and respective
depths – refer to ‘Guide for Trees in Relation to Construction, or
contact Cornwall Councils Tree Officer for further information.

This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:

DP 22.2

Soft landscape is one of the key characteristics of Carnon Downs.

Be aware of the possible presence of bats and/or nesting birds in roofs
and cavity walls. A survey may be required for these legally protected
species before conversion/extension works are granted planning
permission; see ‘Biodiversity and Geological Conservation: Planning
Good Practice Guidance for Cornwall (November 2007)’; available
online at: www.cornwall.gov.uk/m_pdf/8_k_GPG_FINAL_JAN_08_1_.pdf
(in particular pages 27-28).

Distinctive feature trees are important to the village of Carnon
Downs and within the ward, as described in the landscape
details in 4.2, the tree outside the former ‘Kiddlywinks’ building
is locally held to be an acknowledged iconic image for the
village, whilst the Monterey Pines are a distinctive feature in
the ward eg. at Parkwood Hill.
The Cornish hedges, tree lined country lanes, and historic field
patterns and field boundaries are also important characteristic
landscape features within this area which act as key biodiversity
corridors and need to be retained and maintained and extended.
Topography and natural valleys provide an exceptional wildlife
habitat and corridors which need to be retained and extended

Protected species

DP 22.3

Ensure adequate protection
Protect existing trees, hedges and shrubs by the erection of
temporary fencing installed prior to the start of works on site
and maintained for the duration (refer to details).

DP 22.4

Make good use of soil

Issues/pressures:
Loss of important assets such as distinctive feature trees and
hedgerows results in a loss of character and local identity
creating a negative impact upon the character and
appearance of the area and its biodiversity
Loss of front gardens to development and off-street
parking which results in drainage run-off and may have a
detrimental effect on wildlife.
Fig: 165

Avoid importing or exporting topsoil and make proper provision
of preservation and storage of topsoil on the site. Agree the
location of topsoil piles on site in advance with the local planning
authority. Ensure adequate ground preparation is undertaken to –
spread soils to avoid damage to trees and their roots.

DP 22.5

Retain water features
Natural springs, ponds and boggy areas created by local topography
should be incorporated into the designs of external areas and
safeguarded from contamination.

Mature trees are distinctive landmark features.

OUTSIDE
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fig: 166

8.4 Planting and soft landscape

fig: 167

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 23

Planting schemes perform a number of valuable functions and
will be critical to the character of the development and its
successful integration within the surrounding area. In particular,
planting can be used to define spaces, create gateways, create
a ’soft edge’ to development and integrate it into its surroundings,
create shelter, screen intrusive elements, enhance the streetscape and road corridors, and provide green corridors and
habitat links.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
Landscape and planting are fundamental characteristics of the
ward which help to create a soft edge to the settlement and
developments within the open countryside as well as providing
habitats for local wildlife.
The existing wooded valleys and Cornish hedgerows give protection
against wind, weather, noise pollution etc and they also shelter
residential development.
Plantings in key open spaces such as Jubilee Wood do provide
an attractive local facility.

DP 23.1

Robust landscape structure
Use planting around developments to create a softer edge and
provide screening. Use planting to define spaces, enhance the
streetscape and road corridors and generally provide an attractive
environment. Provide green corridors and habitat links in order to
encourage biodiversity within the site and surrounding it. Use planting
to diminish the effects of climate and improve the local environment
to provide windbreaks, to reduce heat loss and provide shade in
summer and reduce effects of air pollution and noise. Plant specimen
trees to have a positive impact upon the public realm –plant single
trees to provide a focal point and plant street trees to emulate the
green lanes surrounding the village.

DP 23.2

Local plant species
Choose local species to reflect the character of local planting which
suit the prevailing climate and ground conditions. Include signature
plants (including evergreen varieties) in gardens to reflect the local
character and to attract wildlife.

DP 23.3

Wildlife provision

Issues/pressures:
High density and incremental development can result in
inadequate space for landscaping and planting.
This does not reflect the well established landscape
structure that is characteristic of the ward or provide
wildlife habitats.

Use plants which are likely to be of value to local wildlife in new
planting schemes. Include native species and natural plant associations,
plants which create good cover and nesting habitat. Use trees which
can provide safe roosts and nest sites and plants with berries. Consult
with local wildlife groups for further advice on plant selection and
planting procedures to encourage wildlife, garden ponds and
grassed areas

DP 23.4

Recreation areas
Create community open spaces and routes to allow access to
open space within the settlement and the open countryside

fig: 168

OUTSIDE

Fig: 166

Jubilee Wood is local wooded recreation area.

Fig: 167

One of the many tree lined green lanes in the area.

Fig: 168

Local plant species are preferable.
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fig: 169

8.5 Paving and other hard surfaces
The style and material used for hard surfacing areas are an
important component in the creation of a successful and
comprehensive development. They should be designed to
suit the character and locality and be made from high quality,
natural materials wherever possible, to last longer, look
more attractive and be able to be recycled.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
Carnon Downs is served by tarmac roads, with no historic
hard surfacing apparent. This is a simple, cheap and effective
form of road surface. The use of concrete block leads to a
suburbanisation of developments and is neither a locally
distinct material nor method for paving to creating hard
surfacing and therefore should be avoided.
‘Hard’ surfacing materials tend towards different textures, e.g.
along private access roads and farm lanes impacted soil and
stone to form unmade roads are simple, serve their purpose
and are locally distinctive
‘Unmade’ bridleways and footpaths within the built area create
vehicle/footway access to properties and connecting areas
whilst retaining the rural character eg. Staggy Lane

fig: 170

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 24
DP 24.1

Durable appropriate hard surfaces
Use robust materials that reflect the location tradition, e.g. tarmac
for access roads of a grey aggregate top type in this rural area or
hard core (hoggin) for ‘country lanes and paths, chippings for entrances
to larger properties etc; use a material of appropriate colour, using
greys and avoiding brown or red which is not locally distinct; wherever
possible create permeable surfaces to reduce runoff.

DP 24.2

Simple hard surface
Avoid fussiness – limit surfacing materials to a palette of 3 materials;
do not create large expanses of a single material; use different materials
to break up and define areas; keep paving patterns simple – stretcher
bond pattern for paving rather than elaborate patterns.

DP 24.3

Accessible environment
Make use of dropped curbs and tactile paving, seek advice from
Cornwall Council Access Officer.

Issues/pressures:
Fussy hard surfacing to create ‘different/unique’ designs
resulting in poor and expensive schemes inappropriate for
their location
Drainage issues due to too much hard surfacing
Urbanisation of roads, footways and pavements

Fig: 169

Use of black top reflects local characteristics and is easy to maintain.

Fig: 170

Red brick paviours are not locally characteristic and should be avoided.

Fig: 171

Example of unmade track - Hard surface should be maintained and
urbanisation should be avoided.

OUTSIDE

fig: 171
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fig: 172

8.6 Boundaries and edges
It is quite apparent that in the Carnon Downs ward area those
consistent boundaries between adjacent properties provide
visual harmony and coherence within the streetscape and
can tie properties of quite disparate character together visually.
The type of boundary should fit in with the character of the
location and any distinctive local traditions.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
With exception to much of the 1960’s–1990’s developments,
the prevalent means of plot enclosure in Carnon Downs ward
is a mix of stone walls with top planting and Cornish hedges
Elsewhere at the edge of the settlement, between older
developments and in the open countryside Cornish hedges and
hedge banks are prevalent to define plot boundaries, lanes
and highways and field boundaries

Issues/pressures:
Loss of boundaries creates weak townscape with broken
definition of public and private space; loss of boundary
structure and planting and thus loss of character to the ward
Loss of boundaries also results in a loss of biodiversity
and biodiversity corridors
Loss of boundaries and planting creates developments
exposed to the elements

fig: 173

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 25
DP 25.1

Define boundaries clearly and consistently
Provide clearly defined property boundaries, particularly along street
frontages to segregate private and public space. Use consistent
boundaries between neighbouring plots to create harmony and a
strong unified identity and sense of place – can tie new and old
developments of quite disparate character together as seen throughout
the village of Carnon Downs

DP 25.2

Choose appropriate types of boundary consider
Cornish hedges and hedge banks
Boundaries should be designed to reflect those in the immediate
vicinity to the site and the location of the site i.e. in the centre of
the settlement, planted stone walls would be acceptable and Cornish
hedges with local indigenous planting to define the edge of settlements
(see photographs of boundaries in Carnon Downs) as a general
rule make boundaries consistent with neighbouring properties, in
terms of their alignment, height, character and materials to create a
harmonious streetscape and boundary structure

DP 25.3

Walls
Stone walls of local rubble stone – characteristic of Carnon Downs
village and the ward should be used to define boundaries, with
traditional walling techniques employed to create a locally distinct style
(Continued overleaf)

Inappropriate boundaries of close timber boarding, plastic
or concrete fencing is not locally distinct, it creates a negative
impact to the character and appearance of the townscape
or street scene and is a poor substitute to locally distinct
robust forms of enclosure such as stone walls and hedges
that enable planting
Impact of increase in car ownership results in loss of front
boundaries adjacent to roads to create car parking and creates
negative/weak gaps in the streetscene

OUTSIDE

Fig: 172

The use of Cornish hedge boundaries for properties is a local characteristic

Fig: 173

Local stone constructed more formal walls are also appropriate.
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fig: 174

DP 25.4

Fences and railings
Simple timber fences that reflect the character of the area, of
appropriate height and colour should be used where necessary but
solid built plot boundaries are advised to allow planting and a
low maintenance and more robust option, as are prevalent in
Carnon Downs. Railings are appropriate in some locations but the
more robust stone planted walls prevail. Advice should be sought
from Feock Parish Council in the use of railings – particularly for
style and finish

DP 25.5

Gates and entrances

fig: 175

Entrance gates should be simple and should match the style of
adjacent boundaries, the character, scale of the property and the
street scene. In general timber gates are more attractive and conducive
to rural character than metal – often taking the form of field gates.

fig: 176

fig: 178
Fig: 174

Post and rail fencing is acceptable for short runs, Cornish hedges
should be used for larger boundaries.

Fig: 175

Good example of use of wooden ‘field gate’ for domestic boundary.

Fig: 176

Wrought iron gates are characteristic in this area.

Fig: 177

The use of Leylandii hedges is akin to ‘green concrete’ and should be
avoided. Use local species for boundary planting.

Fig: 178

Sketch of Cornish hedge showing ‘jack and Jill’ pattern of top course.

OUTSIDE

fig: 177
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fig: 179

fig: 180

fig: 181

8.7 Public realm
A co-ordinated and simple approach to the design of the public
realm including street furniture, lighting and signage should be
used. High quality street furniture which is appropriate to local
needs and its location should be used and special touches and
unique features should be incorporated into the design of
external areas to create identity and to celebrate the unique
sense of place of Carnon Downs.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
By virtue of its design, including signage and ‘urban’ style of
lighting standards, the highway through Forth Coth and Old
Carnon Hill dominates the village core and detracts from what
should be the ‘heart of the village’.
The design of the highway is more conducive to a faster road,
not that of the heart of a small rural village; the wide road and
pavements give rise to the perception of a busy through route
and thus a perception of faster vehicular speeds – creating a
negative impact to pedestrian experience. Enhancement of the
Forth Coth and Old Carnon Hill is sought to reinstate the
heart of the village and create a unique sense of place that the
local community can enjoy. Its character should be enhanced
rather than retention of features related to its past use as the
form main A39 route. It is now a local village route.

Issues/pressures:
Urban highway lighting standards create excessive light
pollution in this rural location creating an adverse impact
upon the character of the village, especially along the main
highway routes in Carnon Downs – Forth Coth and Old
Carnon Hill
The style of lighting standards – materials, design and height
are of main highway routes which do not reflect the
character of the ward
Excessive highway signage is prevalent throughout Carnon
Downs, most notably at the entrances to the village, which
creates ‘loud – overkill’ street clutter at odds with the
‘quiet’ rural nature of this particular settlement and the
surrounding ward
Street name signs are a mix of traditional and plastic modern
stand alone signage
Other than some traditional finger post signs there is little
if no public art within the ward
Seating provision is inadequate

Excessive use of highway signage and engineered built-outs
and structures create visual street clutter and have an adverse
impact upon the appearance of the ward.

Fig: 179

Light pollution should be avoided.

Fig: 180

Shared use of pole for lighting should be encouraged.

Fig: 181

Existing urban lighting standards associated with former A39 route

Fig: 182

Good example of local, bespoke design for signage.

OUTSIDE

fig: 182
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fig: 183

Issues/pressures (continued):
Pedestrian footway provision is poor in Old Carnon Hill,
and near the garden centre along part of Quenchwell Road.
Removal of trees either side of Forth Coth in the 1990’s
has resulted in its appearance as a bland thoroughfare

fig: 184

DP 26.3

Seating
All seating should be provided to meet local requirements, and be
designed to celebrate local distinctiveness, enhance the character and
appearance of the locality, and should be retained and maintained.

DP 26.4

Public Art

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 26

Incorporate ‘unique’ details and features that are specific to the
location including materials, design details and local ephemera; public
art should form part of the initial design stages to inform design
concepts that reinforce and celebrate the local identity and character
of Carnon Downs.

DP 26.1

DP 26.5

Lighting

Footways and road crossings

All new lighting schemes and upgrade of existing lighting within the
village of Carnon Downs and the ward should be low pollution
lighting to avoid glare and ‘light pollution’ in this rural area.

Footways and road crossings should be provided in appropriate
locations along desired lines to give pedestrians priority over traffic.
Safe access should be provided for all users including cyclists with
suitable widths and finishes free from obstacles.

Bespoke lighting schemes provided by a combination of overhead,
wall mounted, bollard, up lighters, feature lights, façade lights and
sensitive shop window lighting should be used to provide light to
specific elements within the villagescape and landscape and reinforce
atmosphere and safety.

DP 26.2

Signage
Highway signage should be reduced to only that which is necessary
in collaboration with informative and safely designed traffic schemes
to respect the rural character of the ward.
Bespoke signage locally distinct to Carnon Downs should be used
rather than ‘standard – off the peg’ signage, ie street name signs should
be of metal appearance, attached to walls wherever possible and
appropriate rather than plastic, stand alone signs.
fig: 185

Bespoke, locally distinct enhancement schemes for the key gateway
points to the village should be sought through collaboration of the
local community and Parish Council and the Highways Department.
The existing white painted, wooden finger sign posts characteristic
of the area, should be maintained and retained and utilised elsewhere
where appropriate to inform ‘way-finding’ for all abilities.

OUTSIDE

Fig: 183

Example of traditional finger post signage.

Fig: 184

Poor quality plastic signage should be avoided.

Fig: 185

Traditional signage and direction posts are appropriate.
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fig: 186

8.8 Services, utilities, water resources
and drainage
Wherever possible, a common service trench should be provided
to accommodate existing utilities with capacity for future
demand for telecommunications cabling to create efficient
use of space and reduce impact upon the streetscape and
users. Particular care needs to be taken to avoid damage
to tree roots during the routing and laying of underground
services. Water resources should also be properly managed
to ensure a sustainable approach.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
The existing trees, planting and soft grass verges are part of the
unique landscape character in the village of Carnon Downs. It
needs to be retained and protected during utility work to
preserve the landscape character within the village and externally
within the ward
The movement network and ease of access is very important
to facilitate movement throughout the ward and should not
be unnecessarily impeded by works to utilities

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 27
DP 27.1

Minimise disturbance
The existing trees, planting and soft grass verges are part of the
unique landscape character in the village of Carnon Downs. These
landscape futures need to be retained and protected during utility
work to preserve the landscape character within the village and
externally within the ward.
Any works to utilities should be managed so not to impede ease of
access through the movement network by liaising with Feock Parish
Council and Cornwall Council in the first instance and other utility
companies to produce an agreed mutually beneficial and efficient
programme of works.

DP 27.2

Manage water efficiently
Minimise the amount of nonporous hard surfacing to enable infiltration.
Include sustainable urban drainage systems such as swales and filter
strips where appropriate to reduce the volume of piped water and
use infiltration methods to effectively deal with surface water run
off (see Cornwall Sustainable Design Guide)

Issues/pressures:
Works to upgrade and improve utilities are
periodically necessary
Access to an unimpeded movement network is of
paramount importance
Sustainable use of water in building design to negate and
mitigate surface water runoff and potential for flooding in
lower level areas
Remediation works to reinstate surfaces to meet requirements
of accessibility/public realm quality need to be undertaken.
Contractors need to remove surplus materials and
make good

OUTSIDE

fig: 187
Utilities

Fig: 186

Minimised disturbance and keep areas safe during work on site.

Fig: 187

Share trenches for utilities.
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fig: 188

8.9 Maintenance and management of
external areas
Provision for the maintenance and management of external
areas via adequate maintenance programmes is vital to the
long-term success and effectiveness of landscape schemes.
Design requirements of landscape schemes should be to
minimise maintenance and costs without compromising purpose
and effect.
This is particularly important in Carnon Downs ward for the
following reasons:
The residents of Carnon Downs and the ward value the existing
character and setting of the village and wider ward and the
provision and up keep of the public open spaces.

fig: 189

DESIGN PRINCIPLE - 28
DP 28.1

Public open spaces
Publicly owned open spaces and verges and future public open spaces,
should be well maintained; any changes to these areas should be
agreed by the local planning authority in advance of any works.

DP 28.2

Internal public spaces
Informal natural open spaces need to be retained and maintained to
ensure that the ‘rural character’ of the built environment is retained

DP 28.3

Play areas
Any new developments should be designed to add value without
adding great cost to the local community by providing adequate
open space provision or an appropriate contribution to meet
the current and future needs of the local community.

Play areas need to be maintained to a safe standard to permit safe play
with ‘designing out crime’ incorporated into the initial design concept.

DP 28.4

Landscaped areas

Issues/pressures:
Cost of maintenance of public open spaces
New development should provide associated public open
space or a contribution to the management and maintenance
of existing public open spaces to meet the requirements
and standards of the local community
Loss and damage to grass verges

Need to be low maintenance from inception; simple landscape schemes
with plants that require low maintenance and a low level of management
to keep their shape, form and function. Large areas of closely-mown
grass should be avoided in non-sports pitch areas, using less intensive
meadow style grass instead.

DP 28.5

Grass verges
Need to be retained and maintained.

Loss of wildlife habitat

OUTSIDE

Fig: 188

Verge should be well maintained and protected.

Fig: 189

Maintain play areas in accordance with safety standards.
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Fig: 190 - Carnon Downs Ward Area Map
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A CHARACTER ZONES LOCATOR

Zone A
TR3 6GA
TR3 6GH
TR3 6HH
TR3 6HJ
TR3 6HL
TR3 6HT
TR3 6HY
TR3 6HX

Domestic Buildings - Rural
TR3 6JA
TR3 6JB
TR3 6JE
TR3 6JF
TR3 6JG
TR3 6JH
TR3 6JN
TR3 6JQ
TR3 6JR
TR3 6JS

TR3 6JU
TR3 6JY
TR3 6LB
TR3 6LE
TR3 6LF
TR3 6LH
TR3 6LZ
TR3 6XB

Agricultural Buildings - Rural
Commercial/Retail/Other
TR3 6LQ
(THE VALLEY)

CARNON DOWNS
CARNON DOWNS CARAVAN AND
CAMPING SITE
GARDEN CENTRE
CARNON INN

Zone B
TR3 6JE
TR3 6JL
TR3 6HP
TR3 6HQ
TR3 6HR
TR3 6HS
TR3 6HT

TR3 6HU
TR3 6HW
TR3 6HX
TR3 6HY
TR3 6LP
TR3 6LR
TR3 6LS

TRURO COLLEGE
(TREGYE CAMPUS)

TR3 6LU
TR3 6LW
TR3 6LX
TR3 6LY
TR3 6LZ
TR3 6JP

Zone C
TR3 6XB
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B REFERENCES & FURTHER READING
1 Commission for Architecture and the Built
Environment, (2002) Design Review, CABE, London

12 Cornwall design guide for residential development,
Cornwall County Council (1995) CAC, Truro

2 The value of good design: How buildings and spaces
create economic and social value, (2002) CABE, London

13 Places, streets and movement: A companion guide to
Design Bulletin 32 Residential roads and footpaths,
DETR (1998), London

3 By Design: Urban design in the planning system toward better practice, DETR/CABE (2000) Thomas
Telford Publishing, London
4 South West Strategy for Architecture and the
Built Environment, South West Regional Development
Agency (2002), Exeter
5 Planning Policy Guidance Note 1: General policy and
principles, DETR (1997), London

14 Urban Design Compendium, English Partnerships and
The Housing Corporation (2000) English Partnerships, London
15 A design statement for Cornwall: achieving quality in
the built environment, Cornwall County Council (2002)
16 Creative Spaces/a toolkit for participatory urban
design, Architecture Foundation (2000)

6 Planning Policy Guidance Note 3: Housing,
DETR (2001), London

17 Village Design: making local character count in new
development, Countryside Commission (1996)
Countryside Agency, Cheltenham

7 Cornwall Structure Plan: Deposit Draft 2002,
Cornwall County Council (2002) CAC, Truro

18 Planning and development briefs: A guide to better
practice, DETR (1998), London

8 Carrick District Wide Local Plan,
Carrick District Council (1998), Truro

19 Placecheck: A user’s guide, Urban Design Alliance (2000)
Placecheck, London

9 Domestic alterations and extensions to existing
dwellings, Design Guide, Cornwall Council (2009)

20 Concept statements and Local Development
Documents. Practical guidance for local planning
authorities, The Countryside Agency (2003), Cheltenham

10 Cornwall Landscape Assessment, Cornwall County
Cou
11 Cornwall design guide: A guide to designing and
constructing residential and industrial estate layouts in
Cornwall, Cornwall County Council (2001) CAC, Truro

20 Cornwall Sustainable Building Guide.
Cornwall Council 2010

Further reading
Home Zones - a planning and design handbook,
Biddulph, M (2001) The Policy Press, Bristol

Village Appraisals Policy Statements,
Feock Parish Council (2000)

Design of rural workplace buildings,
Countryside Agency (2000), Cheltenham

Feock Parish Plan (2007)

Designing out crime, designing in Community
safety - A Guide for planning authorities and developers,
Devon and Cornwall Constabulary (2000)
By design: better places to live – a companion guide to
PPG3, DTLR/CABE (2001) Thomas Telford Publishing, London
Making Places: A guide to good practice in undertaking
mixed development schemes, English Partnerships, London

Home Zone Design Guidelines, Institute of Highway
Incorporated Engineers (2002) ICIE, London
Returning roads to residents: A practical guide to
improving your street, Institution of Civil Engineers (2000)
ICE, London
Future Foundations: Building a better South West a sustainable construction charter for the region,
Sustainability South West,
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Relevant Policy and Guidance
Carrick Saved Local Plan Policies:
3A

Protection of Countryside

9D

Development for horses

3D

Character and Setting of Settlements

9E

Rural workshops

3F

Trees and Hedgerows

9F

Garden Centres

9G

Advanced signage

3HH Wildlife corridors
3J

Local Habitats

10A Land allocated for formal open space

4D

Setting of Listed Buildings

4F

Setting of Listed Buildings

10B Open space and childrens play space in
new development

4R

Adverts in ASC, AONB, CA and LB

4S

Protection of archaeological remains

4U

Interpretation of archaeology

5A

Major Highway Schemes

5E

Car Parking provision over and above
operational requirements

10C Informal open space
10K Allotments
11A Toursit accommodation to residential
11B Development of hotels and guest houses
12B Protection of school playing fields
12C Health facilities
Burial Land

5G

Safeguarding rural car parks

12I

5N

Facilities for travelling public

13B Renewable energy

6A

Housing for Truro villages

13C Wind farms

6BB Small scale residential development

13K General infrastructure

6CB Housing provision

13L Transport

6G

Conversion of rural buildings

13M Water quality

6H

Affordable housing on exception sites

13I

6I

Affordable Housing

6J

Replacement dwellings

6P

Granny Annexes

9A

Re-use of rural buildings

Flood Risk
N.B Information correct 23rd August 2010.
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Relevant Policy and Guidance
Cornwall Council documents
A Design Statement for Cornwall: achieving quality in the
built environment, Cornwall Council (2002)
Carrick District Wide Local Plan,
Carrick District Council (1998), Truro
Cornwall design guide for residential development, Cornwall County Council (1995) CAC, Truro
Cornwall design guide: A guide to designing and constructing residential and industrial estate layouts in Cornwall,
Cornwall County Council (2001) CAC, Truro
Cornwall Landscape Assessment, Cornwall County Council/
Countryside Commission (1994) CAC, Truro
Cornwall Sustainable Building Guide, Cornwall Council,
2010
Domestic alterations and extensions to existing dwellings
– Design Guide, Cornwall Council 2009.
Design and Access Statements
Feock Parish document, Feock Parish Plan (2007)
Village Appraisals Policy Statements, Feock Parish Council
(2000)
N.B Information correct 23rd August 2010.
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Relevant Policy and Guidance
Other relevant publications
Biodiversity By Design, 2004, Town and Country
Planning Association
By Design: Urban design in the planning system –
toward better practice, DETR/CABE (2000)
Thomas Telford Publishing, London
By Design: better places to live – a companion guide to
PPG3, DTLR/CABE (2001) Thomas Telford Publishing, London
Car parking – What works, where, (2006),
English Partnerships and Design for Homes
Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment,
(2002) Design Review, CABE, London
Concept statements and Local Development Documents.
Practical guidance for local planning authorities.
The Countryside Agency (2003), Cheltenham.
Creative Spaces: a toolkit for participatory urban design.
Architecture Foundation (2000).
Creating Successful Masterplans, (2004), English Partnerships and Design for Homes
Design and access statements: how to write, read and use
them, (2006), Commission for Architecture and the
Built Environment
Design of rural workplace buildings, Countryside Agency
(2000), Cheltenham
Designing out Crime: designing in Community safety – A
guide for planning authorities and developers, Devon and
Cornwall Constabulary (2000).

Places, streets and movement: A companion guide to
Design Bulletin 32 Residential roads and footpaths,
DETR (1998), London
Placecheck: A user’s guide, Urban Design Alliance (2000)
Placecheck, London
Planning and access for disabled people:
A good practice guide, (2006), Department for Communities
and Local Development
Planning and development briefs: A guide to better
practice, DETR (1998), London
Returning Roads to residents: A practical guide to
improving your street, Institution of Civil Engineers (2000)
ICE, London
South West Strategy for Architecture and the Built
Environment. South West Regional Development Agency
(2002), Exeter
Standards and quality in development – a good practice
guide, (1998), National Housing Federation
Streets for All, (2005), English Heritage
The value of good design: How buildings and spaces
create economic and social value, (2002) CABE, London
The Manual for Streets, (2007), Department of Transport
The Principles of Inclusive Design, (2008), Commission for
Architecture and the Built Environment
Trees and Development – Best practice guidance,
(2008), SODC

Future Foundations: Building a better South West –
a sustainable construction charter for the region,
Sustainability South West.

Urban Design Compendium, English Partnerships and The
Housing Corporation (2000) English Partnerships, London

Home Zones – a planning and design handbook,
Biddulph, M (2001) The Policy Press, Bristol

Urban Design Compendium 2, Delivering Quality Places,
English Partnerships and The Housing Corporation (2000)
English Partnerships, London

Home Zone Guidelines, Institute of Highway Incorporated
Engineers (2002) ICE, London

Village Design: making local character count in new
development, Countryside Commission (1996)
Countryside Agency, Cheltenham

Making Places: A guide to good practice in undertaking
mixed development schemes, English Partnerships, London
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Policy Documents
Planning Policy Statement 1 (PPS1):
Delivering Sustainable Development,
2006, Department of Communities and Local Government.
Sets out the Government’s overarching planning policies on the
delivery of sustainable development through the
planning system.
Planning Policy Statement: Planning and Climate Change –
Supplement to Planning Policy Statement 1, 2007
This PPS on climate change supplements PPS1 by setting out
how planning should contribute to reducing emissions and
stabilising climate change.
Planning Policy Statement 3 (PPS3): Housing,
2006, Department of Communities and Local Government
Underpins the delivery of the Government’s strategic housing
policy objectives and our goal to ensure that everyone has the
opportunity to live in decent home, which they can afford in a
community where they want to live.
Planning Policy Statement 5 (PPS5): Planning and the
Historic Environment, 2010, Department of Local
Communities and Local Government
This PPS sets out the Government’s policies for the identification
and protection of historic buildings, conservation areas and
other elements of the historic environment. It explains the role
played by the planning system in their protection.
Guidance Note accompanying Planning Policy Statement
5 (PPS5): Planning and the Historic Environment, 2010,
Department of Local Communities and Local Government
This guidance notes provides guidance on how to identify and
protect protection of historic buildings, conservation areas and
other elements of the historic environment. It explains the role
played by the planning system in their protection.

Planning Policy Statement 9 (PPS9):
Biodiversity and Geological Conservation, 2005
PPS9 sets out planning policies on the protection of biodiversity and geological conservation through the planning system.
Planning Policy Statement 12 (PPS12):
Local Development Frameworks,
2004, Department of Communities and Local Government
Sets out the Government’s policy on the preparation of local
development documents, which will comprise the local
development framework.
Code for Sustainable Homes: Technical guide,
2006, Department of Communities and Local Government
A technical guidance manual setting out the requirements for
the Code, and the process by which a Code assessment is reached.
Planning Policy Statement 22 (PPS22): Renewable Energy,
2006, Department of Communities and Local Government
This sets out the Government’s policies for renewable energy,
which planning authorities should have regard to when preparing
local development documents and when taking planning decisions.
Planning Policy Statement 23 (PPS23):
Planning and Pollution Control,
2004, Department of Communities and Local Government
This complements the new pollution control framework under
the pollution Prevention and Control Act 1999 and the PPC
Regulations 2000.
Planning Policy Guidance 24 (PPS24): Planning and Noise,
1994, Department of Communities and Local Government
This sets out guidance on the use of planning powers to minimise the adverse impact of noise.
Disability Discrimination Act, (1995)

Planning Policy Statement (PPS7):
Sustainable Development in Rural Areas, 2004
The policies in this statement apply to the rural areas, including
country towns and villages and the wider, largely undeveloped
countryside up to the fringes of larger urban areas.
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Arts Council England – South West office
Senate Court · Southernhay Gardens · Exeter EX1 1UG
T: 0845 300 6200
W: www.artscouncil.org.uk
Building Research Establishment (BREEAM)
Centre for Sustainable Construction · BRE · Garston
Watford · Herts WD2 7JR
T: 01923 664462
E: breeam@bre.co.uk
W: www.bre.co.uk
Children’s Play Council
National Children’s Bureau · 8 Wakley Street
London EC1V 7QE

Devon and Cornwall Constabulary
(general security matters)
The Crime Prevention Oficer · Community Services Branch
Tregolls Road · Truro TR1 1PY
T: 01872 76211 ext 204
W: www.devon-cornwall.police.uk
Energy Technology Support Unit (ETSU)
Harwell · Didcot · Oxfordshire OX11 0RA
T: 01235 433240
W: www.etsu.com
English Heritage
29 Queen Square · Bristol BS1 4ND

T: 020 7843 6016
E: homezones@ncb.org.uk

T: 0117 975 0700
E: southwest@english-heritage.ork.uk
W: www.english-heritage.org.uk

Commission for Architecture and the
Built Environment (CABE)
The Tower Building · 11 York Road · London SE1 7NX

Natural English
Cornwall Office · Trevint House · Strangways Terrace
Truro TR1 2PH

T: 020 7960 2400
E: enquiries@caber.org.uk
W: www.cabe.org.uk

T: 01872 865938
W: www.naturalengland.org.uk

Construction Industry Research and
Information Association (CIRIA)
6 Storey’s Gate · Westminster · London SW1P 3AU
T: 020 7549 3300
E: enquiries@ciria.org.uk
W: www.ciria.org

Environment Agency Cornwall Area Office
Sir John Moore House · Victoria Square · Bodmin PL31 1EB
T: 01208 78301
W: www.environment-agency.gov.uk
Forestry Commission
West Country Conservancy Office · Mamhead Castle
Mamhead · Exeter EX6 8HD

Cornwall Council
Planning and Regeneration Service · County Hall
Truro TR1 3AY

T: 01626 890666
W: www.forestry.gov.uk

T: 0300 1234 150
E: planning@cornwall.gov.uk
W: www.cornwall.gov.uk

Feock Parish Council
Four Turnings · Feock · Truro TR3 6QR

Cornwall Wildlife Trust
Biodiversity Initiative · Five Acres · Allet · Truro TR4 9DJ
T: 01872 273939
E: biodiversity@cec.gb.com
W: www.cornwallwildlifetrust.org.uk

T: 01872 863333
W: www.feockpc.com
Institute of Highway Incorporated Engineers
20 Queensberry Place · London SW7 2DR
T: 020 7823 9093
E: secretary@ihie.org.uk
W: www.ihie.org.uk

Countryside Agency
South West Regional Office · Bridge House · Sion Place
Clifton Down ·Bristol BS8 4AS

Institution of Civil Engineers
1 Great George Street · Westminster · London SW1P 3AA

T: 0117 973 9966
W: www.countryside.gov.uk

T: 020 7222 7722
W: www.ice.org.uk
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(CONTINUED)

Royal Institute of British Architects
South West Region · Hoe Centre · 161 Notte Street
Plymouth · Devon PL1 2AR
T: 01752 265921
E: riba-sw@eurobell.co.uk
Secured by Design
Devon and Cornwall Constabulary · Force Architectura
l
Liaison Officer · Middlemoor · Exeter · Devon EX2 7H Q
T: 01392 52101
W: www.securedbydesign.com
Sustainable Homes
Marina House · 17 Marina Place · Hampton Wick
Kingston-upon-Thames · Surrey KT1 4BH
T: 0208 973 0429
E: info@sustainblehomes.co.uk
W: www.sustainablehomes.co.uk
Sustainability South West
4th Floor · 100 Temple Street · Bristol BS1 6AE
T: 0117 933 0249
E: sustainabilitysouthwest@yahoo.co.uk
W: www.futurefoundations.co.uk
Urban Design Alliance
70 Cowcross Street · London EC1M 6DG
T: 020 7251 5529
E: info@udal.org.uk
W: www.udal.org.uk
Urban Design Group
The Urban Design Group · 70 Cowcross Street
London EC1M 6DG
T: 0207 250 0872
E: Robert.huxford@udg.org.uk
W: www.udg.org.uk
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List of informees

Cornish Chamber of Mines

Relevant Members of Cornwall Council

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Primary Care Trust

Community Network Managers

Cornwall Design Company

All Local Councils in Cornwall

Cornwall Wildlife Trust
Council for British Archaeology

Cornwall Council consultees

Crime Reduction Architectural Liaison Officer Devon and Cornwall Police

Affordable Housing

English Heritage

County Ecologist

English Nature

County Fire Officer

Environment Agency

Social Services

Forestry Commission

Economic Development

Garden History Society

Environmental Health

Georgian Group

Highways

Health and Safety Executive

Historic Environment

Highways Agency

Landscape Architects

Ministry of Defence Pipelines

Mineral Tramways Heritage Project

National Trust

Natural Environment

Natural England

Natural Resources Team
Public Open Spaces

Planning and Regeneration planning officers for
the Carnon Downs area

Public Rights of Way

Professional Agents/Architects

Tourism

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB)

Waste Services

Secretary of State for Education
Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings
(SPAB)

List of other consultees

South West Water

Ancient Monuments Society

Sport England

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty Unit

Theatres Trust

British Gas

Twentieth Century Society

Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE)

Victorian Society

Civil Aviation Authority

Western Power

Commission for Architecture and the
Built Environment (CABE)

World Heritage Site
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This glossary is intended to provide general guidance,
not authoritative definitions of terms which are
sometimes controversial or used with different meanings
in different contexts.
Accessibility - The ability of people to move around an area and
to reach places and facilities
Active frontage - Public faces of buildings which are enlivened
by activity or design details

Context - The setting of a site or area, including factors such as
movement and access, activities and land uses as well as landscape
and built form
Context (or site and area) appraisal - A detailed analysis of
the features of a site or area (including land uses, built and natural
environment, and social and physical characteristics) which serves
as the basis for an urban design framework, development
brief, design guide or other policy or guidance
Continuous frontage - A building line that is not interrupted by gaps

Adaptability - The capacity of a building or space to be
changed so as to respond to changing social, technological and
economic conditions
Aesthetics - A set of principles of good taste and the appreciation
of beauty
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) - A landscape
of national importance within which the conservation and enhancement
of its natural beauty is the priority
Arboriculturalist - A person with specialist knowledge of trees
and shrubs
Architectural plants - Plants with distinctive forms and
sculptural qualities

Cornice - Ornamental projecting moulding at the top of a building,
wall, shop front etc
Culvert - Man made underground channel carrying water or services
Density - The floorspace of a building or buildings or some other
unit measure in relation to a given area of land. Built density can be
expressed in terms of plot ratio (for commercial development);
number of units or habitable rooms per hectare (for residential
development); site coverage plus the number of floors or a maximum
building height; or a combination of these
Design professionals - All specialists involved in the professional
practice of design
Design vocabulary - A selection of characteristic design elements

Boundary treatment - The type and design of walls, fences,
hedges or other feature that defines the edge of a property or
area of land
Brownfield site - Areas of land which have been previously used
for urban or industrial development
Building line - The line formed by the frontages of buildings
along the street

Development brief - A document, prepared by a local planning
authority, a developer, or jointly, providing guidance on how a site
of significant size or sensitivity should be developed. Site-specific
briefs are sometimes known as planning briefs, design briefs and
development frameworks
Dormer - Window projecting from the slope of a roof
Elevation - The façade of a building or the drawing of a façade

Built environment - All buildings, and the spaces between them,
such as streets, squares and parks with their related functions
Build form - The shape and structure of an individual building or
groupings of buildings and spaces

Embodied energy - The amount of energy consumed in the
extraction, manufacture, transport and assembly on site of
building materials
Enclosure - The use of buildings to create a sense of defined space

Built heritage - Buildings as a historic resource
Canopied ceilings - Roofs with a raised tie-beam within the
roof truss, creating an eaves line lower than ceiling level

Energy efficiency - The degree to which a design reduces the
consumption of energy
Façade - The face of a building

Casement - Window, or part of window, hinged to open like a door
Character assessment - An area appraisal identifying distinguishing
features and emphasising historic and cultural associations

Fascia - (a) a plain strip with name etc over a shop front,
(b) flat board, usually of wood, covering the end of rafters
Fastigiate - Upright, columnar form of tree

Cob - Walling material made of sub soil often mixed with straw
and sometimes gravel
Conservation area - A formally designated area of special architectural
or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is
desirable to preserve or enhance

Fenestration - The arrangement of windows on a façade
Focal points - A prominent building or other feature that forms
the focus of a view
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Frontage - The side of a building, or group of buildings, that faces
onto the street or public realm
Gable - Triangular upper part of a wall at the end of a ridged roof
Grain - The pattern of the arrangement and scale of buildings and
their plots in a settlement; or the pattern of landscape elements
(eg fields, boundaries, landform) in rural areas
Greenfield sites - Undeveloped land that has not previously
been built upon, at least in recent history, often in agricultural use
Hedgebank - Earth and stone self-standing structure often
capped with hedgerow planting
Heritage Coast - A national designation to cover the most unspoilt
areas of undeveloped coastline around England and Wales. The
designation has a similar purpose to AONB but puts a greater
emphasis on recreation management
Hipped roofs - A roof with sloped ends instead of gables
Hoggin - A term given to a mixture of clays, sands and gravels to
form a material that compacts well and provides a usable, stable
surface at low cost
Home zone - The Home Zone concept (also called ‘Woonerf ’)
is an attempt to strike a balance between vehicular traffic and
everyone else who uses the street, the pedestrians, cyclists, business
people and residents
Killas - Generic term for shale, slates and mudstones of the Devonian
era. Used throughout the area as both a ‘polite’ squared and
dressed building stone and as a vernacular rubble building stone
for simpler cottages and outbuildings.
Landform - The underlying shape of the land
Landmarks - Buildings or other features which stand by virtue
of height, size or some other aspect of design, and help people to
know where they are
Landscape - The character and appearance of land, including its
shape, form, ecology, natural features, colours and elements and
the way these components combine. Landscape character can
be expressed through landscape appraisal, and maps or plans. In
towns ‘townscape’ describes the same concept.
Legibility - The degree to which a place can be easily understood
and traversed
Lintel - A horizontal timber, stone, etc bridging an opening usually
across the top of a door or window
Live edge - Also known as ‘active edges or frontages’. This
means that building frontages exposed to the public realm should
add interest and vitality, eg frequent doors and windows with
few blank walls. The terms also makes reference to movement and
transparency within the built form.

Local development framework (LDF) - The new development
plan system introduced in 2004 comprising a series of subject/issue
or area based and allocation plans and documents for the County.
Local distinctiveness - The positive features of a place and its
communities which contribute to its special character and sense
of place
Massing - The combined effect of the height, bulk and silhouette
of a building or group of buildings
Microclimate - A localised area wherein the climate differs from
the surrounding area
Mitred hips - Hips of a roof in which the slates are neatly cut
(mitred) to shape
Mixed use - A mix of uses within a building, on a site or within a
particular area. ‘Horizontal’ mixed uses are side by side, usually in
different buildings. ‘Vertical’ mixed uses are on different floors of
the same building
Movement network - The network of people and vehicles going
to and passing through buildings, places and spaces. The movement
network can be shown on plans, by space syntax analysis, by highway
designations, by figure and ground diagrams, through data on origins
and destinations or pedestrian flows, by desire lines, by details of
public transport services, by walk bands or by details of cycle routes
Native species - Plants and animals which occur naturally within
the British Isles and have not been introduced from other countries
Natural surveillance - The discouragement to wrong-doing by the
presence of passers-by or the ability of people to be seen out of
surrounding windows. Also known as passive surveillance
(or supervision)
NPFA - The National Playing Fields Association
Opes - Narrow lanes or alleyways between buildings. These may
be fully open or partially enclosed and covered
Party walls - A wall that stands astride the boundary of land
belonging to two or more different owners. It can also be used
to describe a wall that stands entirely on one owner’s land but is
used to separate two buildings in different ownership.
Passive solar gain - Heat radiated from the sun absorbed
through walls and glazing into buildings.
Permeability - The degree to which an area has variety of pleasant, convenient and safe routes through it
Photovoltaic modules - Devices that use semi-conducting
materials to convert sunlight directly into electricity
Pilasters - Rectangular column projecting slightly from a wall
Pinch points - Sections of road that have been narrowed so as
to reduce vehicle speed and calm traffic
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Plot coverage/ratio - The relative area of land occupied by
buildings and external space within an individual plot

Slate hanging - A traditional Cornish method of hanging and
overlapping of sections of slate over the exterior wall constriction
of a building

Pointing - Mortar filling between stones and bricks in a wall,
which acts as adhesive and weatherproofing

Soffit - The projecting underside of the eaves of a roof

PPG/PPS - Planning Policy Guidance (Planning Policy Statements)
Notes produced by the Government covering a wide range of planning
issues. Now being replaced by PPS (Planning Policy Statements)

Solar gain - Action which through design and layout of building in
terms of orientation, insulation, size of windows and other system,
the sun’s heat is used to produce energy and to warm a building

Public domain/ public realm - The parts of a village ,town or
city (whether publicly or privately owned) that are available, with
out charge, for everyone to use or see, including streets, squares
and parks

Solar panels - Devices used to gather light energy from the sun
and convert it into electricity

Public opeb space - Recreation area publically owned
Quoins - Cornerstones of buildings usually running from foundations
up to eaves

SPD - Supplementary Planning Documents produced by local
authorities, which is taken into account as a material consideration
in decisions on planning applications. Under the new development
plan system (LDF) the documents are termed SPC – Supplementary
Planning Documents.
Stall riser - Vertical wall/plinth which supports a shop window

Renewable energy - Any natural resource that can replenish
itself over time, eg wood or solar energy
Render - To cover a material (stone or brick) with a coat or plaster

Street furniture - Structures in and adjacent to the highway
which contribute to the street scene, such as bus shelters, litter
bins, seating, lighting, railings and signs

Reveal - The plane of a jamb, between the wall and the frame of
a door or window

Stucco render - A fine smooth textured plaster or render for
coating wall surfaces, architectural detailing or mouldings

Ridgeline - The apex of the roof continued along the length of
the roof span

SUDS - Sustainable Urban Drainage System – water is collected
and filtered and released back in a controlled manner, often with
a ‘lag time’, into a river system to minimise both pollution and
potential flooding from the effect of impermeable surfaces of new
developments during extreme rainfall

Roof pitch - Angle at which rafters from an apex from the
supporting walls
Roofscape - View resulting from a blend of roof pitches, sizes
and heights as well as such features as chimneys, dormers etc
within the built environment
RPG - Regional Planning Guidance notes issued by Government
to local authorities. These set out regional priorities relating to
new housing, the environment, transport, infrastructure, economic
development, agriculture and the treatment of waste and minerals
Sash - Wooden window frame opened by moving up and down
or horizontally in groves
Scantle slate - Traditional form of slate roofing found in the area
where the slates are laid to random widths across the course and
their size diminishes as the courses approach the roof ridge
Setbacks - The distance of the frontage of a building from the
edge of the public realm
Settlement form - The distinctive way that the roads, paths,
buildings and open spaces are laid out in a particular place
Settlement pattern - The size, distribution, density and pattern
of settlements and buildings that have developed within an area in
response to environmental, economic and social influences
Setts - Granite paving blocks

Swale - A natural landscape or man-made feature to manage
water run-off, filter pollutants and increase water infiltration
Timber shiplap boarding - Planks or boards of special design nailed
horizontally to vertical studs with or without intervening sheathing
to form the exposed surface of outside walls of frame buildings
Tree Preservation Order (TPO) - An order made and confirmed
by a Local Planning Authority to protect trees from lopping, topping
or felling without prior written consent
Urban design - Involves the design of buildings, groups of buildings,
spaces and landscapes, in villages, towns and cities, and the establishment
of frameworks and processes which facilitate successful development
Urban grain - The pattern of the arrangement and size of buildings
and their plots in a settlement; and the degree to which an area’s
pattern of street-blocks and street junctions is respectively small
and frequent, or large and infrequent
Urban fringe - The transitional zone between built-up areas and
the surrounding countryside
Vernacular - Relating to a native or local style, not foreign or formal.
The way in which ordinary buildings were built in a particular place,
making use of local styles, techniques and materials and responding
to local economic and social conditions
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Fig.

Description

1

View from Chyreen Lane of Carnon Downs village

2

Former Kiddleywink post office 2010.

10

3

Carnon Downs 1875 to 1901 map

10

4

Shoemakers hut within Quenchwell Road on the left.

11

5

Centre of Carnon Downs 1896.

11

6

Kiddleywink post office opened.

Page

Fig.

Description

Page

8

54

Good example of effective means of enclosure - gate and
boundary wall.

31

55

View out from Forth Noweth to Carnon Inn. Design of Carnon Inn
is bulky and the mass is not broken

31

56

Aerial photo of area - note low density, estate layout.

31

57

Character Area C map

32

58

Estate name at entrance to development. Bespoke nature adds identity

33

59

Block plan to show built details.

34

60

Large, semi detached dwellings near entrance to ‘The Forge’ with
pitched roof dormer additions.

34

61

Integral garage, monopitch frontage.

34

62

Urban grain plan to show density of the area.

34

63

Hard surface materials - black top, grey kerb stones and red/brown
brick. Complicated see Design Principle 24.

35

64

Good quality dry stone wall but not locally distinct, eg. Cornish hedge.

35

65

Door detail, fanlight, ‘mahogany’, UPVC and buff coloured bricks.

35

66

Very loose two storey building compromised by roof profile.
Not reflective of local vernacular.

35

11

7

Carnon Downs 1875 to 1901 map

11

8

Listed buildings and scheduled monuments within Carnon Downs
Ward map

12

9

Community consultation

13

10

Village facilities within Carnon Downs ward map

14

11

Carnon Downs village hall.

14

12

Slope of field - Carnon Valley treeline at valley bottom.

15

13

Topography of the ward.

15

14

Carnon Downs Ward Area Water Courses map

16

15

Buffer of trees at the edge of the village.

16

16

Carnon Valley viaduct.

17

17

Carnon Downs Ward Public Open Spaces

18

67

Blank high wall on entrance into a cul se sac - unwelcoming.

35

18

Children’s play area off Bissoe Road.

18

68

The mature planting helps to integrate the buildings into the landscape.

35

19

The By-pass.

19

69

Pitched roof dormer bungalow with integral garage.

35

20

One of the many tree lined, green lanes.

19

70

Recent addition - different style - smaller houses.

35

21

Carnon Downs Ward Movement

20

71

Open front gardens (lack of definition of private space).

35

22

Carnon Downs Ward Area Main map

22

72

Aerial photo of the area. Note the cul de sac design and large
houses on smaller plots.

35

23

Carnon Downs Ward Area Main map

23

24

Character Area A map

24

73

Domestic Buildings - Character Area map

36

25

Large ash tree outside of Kiddlywinks.

25

74

Croft Hill Farm, traditional farm house in the open countryside.

37

26

Block plan to show buildings on plot details.

26

75

Urban grain plan to show density of the area.

38

27

Large dwellings - not reflective of local characteristics.

26

76

Aerial photo of area.

38

28

Removal of front boundary walls leads to loss of enclosure.

26

77

Heath Farm

38

29

Urban grain - density of area.

26

78

Tresithick House

38

30

Ornamental planting is prevalent.

26

79

The Croft

38

31

Traditional window openings and glazing detail.

27

80

Agricultural Buildings - Character Area map

39

32

Carpenters building Forth Coth.

27

81

Agricultural buildings in green countryside.

40

33

Use of local materials - natural slate hanging.

27

82

View towards Devoran.

40

34

Traditional low ridge height cottage.

27

83

Urban grain plan to show density of the area

41

35

Good example of pitched roof dormers on bungalow.

27

84

Aerial photo of area.

41

36

Unique narrow depth dwelling with steep, long roof pitch.

27

85

Commercial/Retail/Other - Character Area map

42

37

Carnon Downs Methodist Chapel.

27

86

Carnon Inn and Travel Lodge.

43

38

Recent dwelling on Forth Coth.

27

87

Carnon Downs Garden Centre - large buildings in rural location.

44

39

Public realm Forth Coth - wide street.

27

88

Block plan to show garden centre.

44

40

Aerial photo of character area showing built development and vegetation.

27

89

Aerial view of commercial property in rural area.

44

41

Character Area B map

28

90

Mature gardens planting softens the settlement edges.

47

42

Dormer bungalow on Trelawne Road, with open frontage.

29

91

Narrow country lane (Oak Farm)

47

43

Block plan to show buildings on plot details.

30

92

Aerial photograph of field boundaries

47

44

Bungalow on Forth Noweth with attached single garage.

30

93

Views across pasture towards the west.

48

45

Views out towards the open countryside.

30

94

Aerial photo of part of the Carnon Downs.

49

46

Urban grain plan showing density of the area.

30

95

Understand the context.

49

47

Trelawne Road, Mount Agar - wide street and buildings set back
from the road creates a loose built environment.

31

96

Mix of house styles creates a varied villagescape.

50

97

Mature Monterey Pines in Forth Coth.

51

48

Ancient monument in Parc-an-Creeg acts as an informal open space.

31

98

Cornish hedge along road side.

51

49

Symmetrical flat roofed dormers.

31

99

Forth Noweth viewed from Chyreen Lane.

52

50

Use of concrete roof tiles, brick and rough render, and
overhanging eaves.

31

100

Older style property, Forth Coth.

52

51/52

Vegetation in gardens softens streetscape.

31

53

Uniform set back, with front garden planting in Mount Agar
softens streetscape.

31

101

Site characteristics/analysis

53

102

Design concept

53

103

Traditional cottage character.

53
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F PICTURE/MAP RESOURCE (CONTINUED)
Fig.

Description

Page

104

Network of footpaths - green lanes.

55

105

Commuter traffic in Forth Coth / Old Carnon Hill.

55

106
107

Off the peg bus shelter not locally distinct.
Cycling - the National Cycle Network is close by.

55
55

108

Sketch to show layout, density and grouping of buildings
traditional density

57

109

Sketch to show layout, density and grouping of buildings
low density

57

110

Aerial photo to show existing villagescape

58

111

Building used to terminate view at T-junction.

58

112

Dwellings should follow the topography and not use false levels.

58

113

The Bowling Club.

59

114

Existing footpath, well maintained with simple robust surface treatment.

59

115

Play space area.

59

116

Safety and security.

60

117

Traditional development.

62

118

Low density bungalow development

Fig.

Description

Page

149

Traditional garage/workshop.

73

150

Locate outbuildings to the rear of dwellings. Garages should be
located close to vehicular access and behind the front building line
of the dwelling.

73

151

Example of barn conversion - Tregye.

74

152

Accommodate domestic uses such as garaging of cars/storage in
existing buildings if possible.

75

153

Without screening - large agricultural buildings can appear out of
scale with the main dwelling (farmhouse) and can be very visually
intrusive in the open countryside.

76

154

Planting and use of local structures, eg. Cornish hedges, can screen
large buildings successfully and mitigate their impact.

76

155

Example of traditional barn hidden by mature tree planting.

76

156

The Carnon Downs Garden Centre is a large commercial building in
the open countryside.

77

157

The use of planting and colour of roofing material can screen large
buildings and mitigate their impact.

77

62

158

Lighting should be kept to a minimum for this rural village location.

78

119/20 Plot coverage.

62

159

Good example of existing front boundary treatment.

80

121

Orientate buildings within 300 of south.

63

160

Loss of front boundary results in poor streetscene.

80

122

Location of solar panels below ridgeline.

64

161

Location of car parking on plot.

80

123

Location of small micro wind generators at the rear of properties.

64

162

Mature garden planting is prevalent in the area

81

124

Grow your own - greenhouse and vegetable plot.

64

163

Robust planted rear boundary treatments.

81

125

Modern dwellings need to reflect the proportion of built form to
plot area characteristic of the area. Allow space around the building
for planting

65

164

Minimum outdoor amenity space standards.

81

165

Mature trees are distinctive landmark features.

82

126

Symmetrical frontage details, eg. bay windows.

65

166

Jubilee Wood is local wooded recreation area.

83

127

Simple rectangular building forms are characteristic.

65

167

One of the many tree lined green lanes in the area.

83

128

Openings should be symmetrical.

66

168

Local plant species are preferable.

83

129

Lack of symmetry and openings and small scale of openings should
be avoided.

66

169

Use of black top reflects local characteristics and is easy to maintain.

84

170

Red brick paviours are not locally characteristic and should be avoided.

84

130

Use of locally distinct materials in a modern dwelling.

66

171

84

131

Natural slate roof materials and brick chimney stack reflect
local materials.

67

Example of unmade track - Hard surface should be maintained and
urbanisation should be avoided.

172

The use of Cornish hedge boundaries for properties is a local characteristic

85

173

Local stone constructed more formal walls are also appropriate.

85

174

Post and rail fencing is acceptable for short runs, Cornish hedges
should be used for larger boundaries.

86

175

Good example of use of wooden ‘field gate’ for domestic boundary.

86

176

Wrought iron gates are characteristic in this area.

86

132

Red ridge tiles and natural slate, with rendered chimney stack good example.

67

133.1/2 Flat roof dormer windows should be proportionate to the proportion
of the house and should follow the line of the windows on the facade
of the building.

68

134

Avoid large ‘shed like’ dormers which do not sit below the ridgeline of
the building.

68

177

The use of Leylandii hedges is akin to ‘green concrete’ and should be
avoided. Use local species for boundary planting.

86

135

Traditional pitched roof porch.

69

178

Sketch of Cornish hedge showing ‘Jack and Jill’ pattern of top course.

86

136

Modern window opening.

69

179

Light pollution should be avoided.

87

137

Local porch styles.

70

180

Shared use of pole for lighting should be encouraged.

87

138

Symmetry of openings.

70

181

Existing urban lighting standards associated with former A39 route

87

139

Examples of good simple door types.

70

182

Good example of local, bespoke design for signage.

87

140

Avoid over decorative door treatments.

70

183

Example of traditional finger post signage.

88

141

Traditional windows and of bungalow styles.

70

184

Poor quality plastic signage should be avoided.

88

142

Good example of side extension set subservient to the main building
with use of matching materials.

71

185

Traditional signage and direction posts are appropriate.

88

186

Minimised disturbance and keep areas safe during work on site.

89

187

Share trenches for utilities.

89

188

Verge should be well maintained and protected.

90

143

Poor example of extension. Flat roof and small, squat windows.
Pitched roof and similar scale windows to the main building would
be more appropriate.

71

144

Examples of simple extension forms.

72

189

Maintain play areas in accordance with safety standards.

90

145

Example of good extension ridgeline

72

190

Carnon Downs Ward Area Aerial Map

92

146a/b The ridgeline of extensions should be below the roofline of the building

72

147

Set extensions back from the front of the main building and lower ridge 72
height. The roof should be of a similar pitch to that of the main building.

148

Good example of traditional outbuilding.

73
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10 Quality Checklist
The checklist is a system for reviewing the design quality of development
proposals in Carnon Downs. It is based upon current models for Design
Quality Indicators but has been simplified and adapted specifically to suit
the content of the Design Guide. It can be used as an aide-memoire to
the Guide which will help developers, landowners and local authorities
generate better design.

Using the Design Quality Checklist
A basic framework – that establishes the main determinants of
design quality;
A questionnaire – developed as the main methodology for
capturing people’s perceptions on the quality of the design of
developments within the area.

The basic framework
Understanding the site and its context – refers to the
development’s relationship with its context, its ability to create or
reinforce a sense of place and to have a positive effect upon the
local community and environment.
Structure – is concerned with the movement network, layout,
density and grouping of buildings and how to connect the public
space network to the wider area and design public spaces to meet
the local needs.
Building Design – is concerned with scale, aspect, design, materials
and locality of buildings to create quality development which will
be of benefit to all.
External Areas – Design of the landscape and external spaces
around the buildings is at least as important as design of the buildings
themselves defining the character and quality of places.

Understanding the site and its context
DP 01

page 49

Understanding the landscape setting of the
Carnon Downs
Does the design fit within the landscape setting of Carnon Downs ward?

DP 02

page 49

Understand the place
Does the development make a positive contribution to the
neighbourhood and community?

Issues to consider:

Issues to consider:

Is the relationship between built form and the character
of the wider landscape context understood (e.g. position
in relation to topography, aspect, character of edges, visual
prominence etc.)

Has the community been involved in the design process?

Have existing features that are particularly important to
the character of the site context, views and skylines,
landmarks and links in the wider area been identified and
protected (e.g. landform, geology, drainage patterns, scale
and enclosure, field pattern, boundary types, and wall
styles, distinctive patterns and types of vegetation cover)?

Does the design make reference to local needs,
traditions or identity?
Does the development contribute positively to the
neighbourhood and local community?
Does it appreciate the social and economic importance
of local buildings, uses, landmarks, and gateways?
Does the design respond to the characteristics of the site itself?
Issues to consider:

Does the development reflect characteristic patterns
and features in the wider landscape?

Are the origins and historic development of the
settlement within the natural setting understood?

Does the development fit into the natural setting and
traditional form of the settlement (e.g. how does it relate
to the plateau, valleys, blocks of vegetation which are features
which define its natural setting and natural edges)?

Has the development been informed by an appreciation
of the unique characteristics of the villagescape? (e.g. the
traditional settlement form and surviving elements of
historic street pattern or plot subdivisions?)
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DP 03

page 51

Understand the site and its boundaries
Issues to consider:
Are any existing features or architectural (buildings,
structures, walls etc), historical, ecological (trees, shrubs,
hedges, ponds, watercourses), landscape or recreational
value on the site adequately protected and incorporated
within the design?
Have the physical characteristics (slope, aspect, soils,
drainage, microclimate etc) of the site been taken into
account in the layout and design of development?
Has the location of services (e.g. drains sewers ducts,
utilities, wayleaves, power cables etc) been properly
identified and protected?
Have negative aspects (features or intrusive influences)
that detract from the character and quality of the site
been effectively mitigated?
Does the design relate well to what is on its immediate edges?
Issues to consider:
Does the design reflect the positive characteristics of
the landscape in contiguous areas (including its quality,
condition, scale, enclosure and important links to
be maintained)?
Does the design reflect the positive characteristics of
built form in contiguous areas (including building layout,
form scale, style, plot size, density, setbacks and
boundaries etc)?
Is the development a good neighbour to adjoining buildings
or public areas (are uses compatible, does it respect privacy)?

DP 04

page 53

Determine the general character and form of
the conceptual layout
Does the development contribute to a new or existing sense of place?
Issues to consider:
Does the development reinforce a strong positive image
of its location (reinforces local distinctiveness)?
Are distinctive local features incorporated or reflected
within the design?
Are additional special touches incorporated to reinforce
or create a strong sense of place?
Does the development push the boundaries or innovative design?
Is the design stimulating?
Does it strive for excellence and reflect a step change
in design quality?
Does the development successfully translate current
best practice guidance, policy and agendas relating to
design innovation and quality?
Does the design have a positive impact on the site and its setting?
Issues to consider:
Is the design concept satisfying and appropriate to
its location?
Does the design appeal to the aesthetic senses?
Is the design well-balanced, with appropriate scale
and proportions?
Is the design composition harmonious and consistent?
Does it exhibit recognisable high quality in design,
materials etc?
Does it include features that may become local
landmarks or cherished features in time to come?
Are unsightly uses located out of sight or adequately
screened from view to avoid negative impacts on the
site and its setting?
Does the design meet the functional requirements of the brief,
i.e. is it fit for purpose?
Issues to consider:
Does the design successfully accommodate all of its
intended uses?
Will the development cater for the needs of all of its
users (including disabled people where appropriate) and
will they be satisfied with it?
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Structure
DP 05

page 55

Movement network
Are buildings properly grouped and located on the site to create
enclosure and places?
Issues to consider:
Do buildings address the street positively, with active,
diverse and coherent frontages?
Are spaces at the front of buildings properly defined,
useable and attractive?
Does the design create joined-up buildings with a
disciplined building line that will enclose spaces and
create positive public places?
Does the design achieve an appropriate balance
between the size of space and the height of the
buildings which contain it?
Does the design of roads, streets, footpaths and cycle routes contribute
to a well-connected, permeable grid of routes?
Issues to consider:
Does the pattern of routes reflect local topography,
with streets laid out according to natural features as
well as prominent landmarks?
Are routes well-connected with each other and with
those around the site, forming a grid or network that
allows people to go where they want to go?

DP 06

page 59

Layout, density and grouping of buildings
Is the density of built form appropriate for its location?
Issues to consider:
Does the overall density of development reflect the
density of the existing context. Is the ‘grain’ of built form
in adjacent areas?
Does the density of development vary across the site?
Is the layout of the development working with the
site characteristics?
Issues to consider:
Does the design of the development utilise contours
to prevent excessive ‘cut and fill’? N.B finished ground
floor levels should be designed to work with (follow)
the topography, not be raised artificially above it
requiring the addition of steps/slopes to access
the building.
Are the buildings creating good transition (e.g.
stepping a large mass to meet its neighbours, by
obvious ridgeline height differences between the height,
size and scale of buildings?
Are the buildings orientated to maximise solar gain and
be positioned to have shelter from prevailing winds?
Are the buildings located to achieve positive townscape?
Issues to consider:

Does it provide direct, safe and attractive connections
between public transport, footpath and cycle routes
and local facilities?

Are buildings positioned to ‘face’ onto the street and
other public spaces to create ‘activity’ and
natural surveillance?

Is the development layout user friendly and legible so that people
understand where they are?

Do the building lines, set backs and projections relate
well to the existing townscape characteristics?

Issues to consider:

Is there a good ‘balance’ between the size of ‘a space’
and the scale and height of buildings which contain it
and does it reflect local characteristics?

Is the layout of the development clear and easy to
get around?
Does the type and grouping of buildings help to
emphasise key locations and help people to know
where they are?
Are certain landmarks or prominent buildings located
to provide reference points?

Does the development layout provide an accessible environment for all?
Issues to consider:
Does the form, mass and layout of any site or building
facilitate ease of access?
Do door and access facilities provide access for all?

Is the layout of routes legible so that people understand where
they are?
Issues to consider:
Does it provide well signposted, direct, convenient
routes which follow natural desire lines, avoiding
unnecessarily tortuous routes and cul-de-sac?
Does it utilise buildings to inform key locations,
entrance points, street corners etc to provide reference
points to aid way finding?
Do the groupings of buildings and structures create
a clear definition between public and private space?

Is the choice of materials functional, safe and reflect
users needs?
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DP 07

page 59

Connect the public space network to the wider
area and design public spaces to meet local needs
Does the development contribute to a wider network of linked,
accessible public spaces?
Issues to consider:
Does the design incorporate public space of a size and
type appropriate to the scale of development and
local needs?
Are these spaces accessible and linked to each other
and areas beyond the site to form a network (use linear
spaces to act as wildlife corridors to connect public
spaces to the open countryside and access routes
for people)?
Do all open spaces have a clearly defined function that meets the
needs of their users?
Issues to consider:
Do the public spaces provided meet the local needs and
and needs of users of all abilities?
Do the spaces create focal points, central meeting areas,
event spaces with a ‘sense of place’ reflecting and
enhancing local character and identity?
Do the public spaces provide flexible facilities for all
abilities to enable formal and informal activities?
Do all spaces have a use (e.g. communal spaces, formal
recreation and play, natural green space, green
corridors etc) with no areas of ‘left-over’ landscape
unless planned for future phases of development or
future demand?
Are the boundaries between public and private space
clearly defined?
Are they located in the right place in terms of local
needs and climatic conditions?

DP 08

page 60

Safety and security
Does the development contribute to natural surveillance and the
creation of lively, active spaces and routes?
Issues to consider:
Do buildings front onto the street and public areas, to
provide natural surveillance and to create a sense of
activity and security?
Are children’s play areas and seating areas located where
they can be observed from nearby dwellings?
Are uses mixed within the development, particularly at
ground level, to add vitality and surveillance at different
times of the day and night?
Is parking located on the street in front of buildings or
on driveways within the curtilage of properties,
overlooked by dwellings?
Does the design actively deter crime and anti-social behaviour?
Issues to consider:
Are vulnerable areas and danger spots lit efficiently?
(lighting should be appropriate for the rural location)?
Does the design incorporate safe routes for walking and
cycling that are overlooked and well-lit (lighting should
be appropriate for the rural location)?
Are there clear boundaries between public and private
areas which can help to deter casual intruders?
Are security measures designed well to make them more attractive?
Issues to consider:
Where security fencing is necessary, it is well-designed
and attractive?
Is planting or other measures used to soften the impact
of security fencing and make it less visually intrusive?

Does the design provide adequate standards of public open space?
Issues to consider:
Does the design meet open space standards in terms
of provision of informal/ formal recreation and play space?
Are these spaces accessible (for all abilities) and of a
suitable quality to meet the needs of their intended users?
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Building Design
DP 09

page 62

Building on plots
Does the development work with the natural features of the site?
Issues to consider:
Does the design create a development which reflects
the setback, building frontage and plot coverage
characteristic of the immediate context?
Does the development work with landform rather than
against it, minimising cut and fill operations?

Are buildings designed to be adaptable, to respond to change and
to enable expansion?
Issues to consider:
Does the form and internal layout of buildings allow for
future adaptation?
Is there room on the plot or site for future expansion?
Is the design of buildings, structures and external areas robust
and durable?
Issues to consider:

Do the buildings address the streets positively and
inform the sense of enclosure characteristic of the
immediate context?

Are the components of the design suitable for their
intended uses?

Do the buildings create a coherent frontage?

Does the design use good quality, hard-wearing
materials for buildings and external areas?

Does the development result in an over development
of the plot in terms of the proportion of built
development to space on the plot, taking into
account the character of the immediate context?
DP 10

page 63

Orientation and location of buildings on plots
Are buildings orientated and designed to maximise levels of daylight,
solar gain and natural ventilation?
Issues to consider:
Are buildings and open spaces orientated broadly to the
south where possible, to maximise daylight, passive solar
gain and sunlight?
Does the design avoid overshadowing of buildings and
open spaces by earthworks, vegetation and building
projections avoided?
Are buildings located in sheltered locations, protected by
landform or planting where necessary, and where they
do not create wind tunnels or uncomfortable microclimates?
Does the design take account of local climate conditions,
avoiding frost hollows and exposed parts of the site to
reduce energy use?
Are unsightly uses (e.g. storage facilities) located out of
sight on plots?
DP 11

page 64

Sustainable building and design

Will the design weather well with time?
Can buildings and external areas be readily maintained?
Issues to consider:
Is the development easy to maintain/manage
Can components be readily cleaned, maintained or
replaced when necessary?
Does the development make use of recycled land and/or materials, or
use materials that can be recycled?
Issues to consider:
Does the development occupy a site that was
previously developed?
Are existing buildings on the site re-used or their
materials reclaimed for use within the development?
Are other recycled materials used within
the development?
Are new materials capable of being recycled
in future?
Does the design include efficient management of water resources?
Issues to consider:
Does the design retain natural watercourses without
culverting, and include plans for the restoration of
such features?
Does the design minimise the amount of non-porous
hard surfacing to enable infiltration of run-off?

Does the design of the development include sustainable
design methods?

Does it include the creation of such features as swales
and filter strips within landscaped areas to reduce the
volume of piped surface water run-off?

Issues to consider:

Are there open balancing ponds

Are buildings designed to reduce energy consumption,
using modern technology and various building
design techniques?

Are there facilities for rainwater collection within
the proposals?

Is sun and wind energy harnessed where appropriate?
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DP 12

page 65

DP 14

page 69

Building design

Windows, doors and porches

Does the design fit within the villagescape setting of
Carnon Downs Ward?

Does the design enhance and compliment the character of the building
and reflect local characteristics?

Issues to consider:

Issues to consider:

Are the distinctive characteristics of local villagescape/
ward understood and reflected in the design?
Do building forms, styles and colours relate positively to
the locality?
Does the design use traditional local materials or
acceptable modern equivalents?
Have locally distinctive features and details been
incorporated into the design?

Does the design utilise traditional details and finishes?
Does the design of porches suit the building (in terms
of position, scale, form and use of materials and colour)
and reflect local character and provide adequate shelter
from prevailing wind/elements in the locality?
Are the openings symmetrical to produce a
balanced frontage?
Does the design of doors facilitate access for all users?

Does the design reflect local heights?
DP 15
Does the development meet standards for privacy?

page 71

Extensions

Issues to consider:
Does new development and extensions to existing
buildings respect appropriate standards of privacy and
daylight for neighbouring buildings?
DP 13

page 67

Roofs and chimneys
Does the design enhance and compliment the character of the building
and reflect local characteristics?
Issues to consider:
Does the design create a simple roof shape?
Does the design achieve appropriate pitch for the
style of the building?
Does the design utilise appropriate materials for the
type of roof and to compliment and enhance the
character of the building, reflecting roof forms and
materials that are characteristic of the area?
Does the design of roofs on extension utilise
materials to match the parent building?
Does the design create appropriate eaves and
verges that suit/match the building and reflect
local characteristics?

Does the design suit the parent building?
Issues to consider:
Does the design compliment the original building, in
terms of its size, form, use of materials and colour?
Does the design appear subservient to the main
building in terms of ridge height, size and building line?
Is the location of the extension appropriate in terms
of the position of the parent building on the plot and
its internal layout?
Does the design reflect local characteristics in terms
of form and style?
Does the design of openings, details and use of
materials compliment and enhance the character and
appearance of the parent building?
Does the design create symmetry in terms of openings
and building form?
Does the design mitigate any negative impact upon
neighbouring properties (in terms of loss of light
and privacy)?
Does the design facilitate ease of access for all users?

Does the design include a working chimney
(e.g. to serve a fire/log burner or to provide a
ventilation system)?
Does the design of the chimney compliment the
roof, building and local context in terms of scale, form,
siting, character, use of materials, colour and detailing?
Does the design and siting of dormers, roof lights and
solar panels compliment and enhance the character
of the building and local context?
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DP 16

page 73

DP 19

page 71

Outbuildings and curtilage structures

Commercial and other large buildings

Does the design relate well to the parent building, wider context
and requirements of its users?

Does the design of commercial and other large buildings allow them to
fit comfortably into the setting, to minimise potential impacts upon the
character and appearance of the area?

Issues to consider:
Have the structures been located carefully to avoid a
negative impact upon the character and appearance
of the street scene?
Does the design fit within the local context?
Does the design reflect an appropriate scale in
comparison to the parent building and neighbouring
buildings within the vicinity of the site?
Does the design mitigate any negative impact upon
neighbouring properties (in terms of loss of light
and privacy)?
DP 17

page 74

Building conversions
Does the design of the conversion retain and enhance the original
integrity and character of the existing building?
Issues to consider:

Issues to consider:
Does the design place the buildings carefully on site to
reduce the scale and bulk of the building?
Does the design allow adequate space to create an
attractive setting to provide soft landscaping to soften
the impact of hard areas such as parking areas?
Does the design provide suitable boundaries that reflect
local characteristics to help screen the building and
protect it from exposure to weather?
Does the design create attractive frontages in areas of
public realm or when viewed from public vantage pints
e.g. public rights of way?
Does the design include the use of appropriate scale
and massing, materials and colour to reduce its
scale/size?
Does the design utilise materials that are locally distinct
and recessive in visual impact?

Does the design retain and utilise the original structures
and features (such as openings, roofs and chimneys) of
the existing building?

Does the design incorporate appropriate mitigation
methods in terms of noise pollution and ventilation to
avoid unwanted smells and air pollution?

Does the design of the internal and external layouts
have regard to the features and openings and context
e.g. open spaces, boundaries and landscape features?

Does the design incorporate appropriate methods
of lighting to reflect local characteristics and to avoid
excessive light pollution?

DP 18

page 76

New agricultural buildings
Does the design of new agricultural buildings fit comfortably within
the natural setting?

Does the design incorporate sustainable methods of
construction, renewable energy, and conservation of
water usage?
Does the design facilitate ease of access for all users?

Issues to consider:
Does the design utilise topography and retain existing
boundary and planting to minimise potential impacts?
Does the design incorporate appropriate scale and
massing, colour and use of materials to reduce the scale
and bulk of new agricultural buildings?
Does the design include sympathetic external areas
which reinforce the character of the site and its context?
Is the design commensurate with the proposed site?
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External Areas
DP 20

page 80

DP 22

page 83

Cars and Parking

Planting and soft landscape

Does the design give priority to pedestrians, cyclists and users of public
transport over car users?

Is the design of hard landscape and planting suitable for the location
and intended uses?

Issues to consider:

Issues to consider:

Does the design use lower order roads and traffic calming
measures to keep traffic speeds down and create safer
environments for pedestrians and cyclists?

Are planting and soft landscaping treatments appropriate
to the location e.g. does it use plants that suit the locality
and reflect the local species?

Are some residential streets designed primarily as
pedestrian environments, eg ‘Homes Zones’, with areas
for sitting, children’s play and parking?

Are they durable and appropriate for the type and level
of use?

Does the design create attractive, convivial routes which
are secure and overlooked?
Does the development keep parking levels down, below
normal standards if justifiable?
Does the design locate parking to the rear or side
of buildings?
Does the design provide parking for disabled users?

Will they bring wildlife benefits as well as benefits to
their users?

Does the development work with the natural features of the site?
Does the development avoid importing and
exporting topsoil?
DP 23

page 84

Paving and other hard surfaces
Does the development help to reduce dependence on the car?
Issues to consider:
Is the new development well-located in terms of access
to local facilities, public transport, footpath and cycle routes?
Does the development contain a mix of uses to minimise
the need for people to travel between home and work?
DP 21
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Does the design provide suitable hard surfacing materials to meet the
requirements of all users?
Issues to consider:
Does the design of hard surfaces suit the characteristics of
the site and its context creating permeable surfaces, which
reinforce local methods and use of materials (local
distinctiveness) that are not fussy and provide surfaces that
suit access for all users?

Gardens and outdoor amenity space
DP 24
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Does the design provide adequate garden space for the type
of development?

Boundaries and edges

Issues to consider:

Does the design provide suitable boundaries and edges?

Does the design provide adequate standards of outdoor
space for dwellings appropriate to their type, size and
reflect the characteristics of the local context?
Does the design of external amenity areas reflect the
characteristics in terms of size and form of those within
the context of the site?
Does the design respect the privacy of neighbouring
properties in its design of boundary treatments
and finishes?

Issues to consider:
Are the boundaries defined clearly and consistently?
Does the design of the boundaries reflect the
neighbouring boundaries to the site and those of the
immediate context to enhance and maintain the
character and appearance of the street scene and
wider context?
Does the design of boundary and edge structures
provide opportunities to enhance and maintain wildlife?

Does the external space incorporate space for off road
car parking spaces, to meet local minimums?
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Public Realm
Does the design create good quality public realm?
Issues to consider:
Does the design avoid visual clutter by keeping street
furniture, signage and lighting to the minimum necessary?
Does the design co-ordinate the colour and design of
these elements and traffic related equipment to create a
harmonious streetscape?
Does the design of signage and hard surfaces aid all users?
DP 26
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Services, utilities, water resources and drainage
Does the development work with the natural features of the site?
Issues to consider:
Does the design minimise disturbance to trees and other
valuable site features, by the use of common service
trenches etc?
Does the design minimise the amount of non-porous
hard surfacing to enable infiltration?
Does the design include sustainable urban
drainage systems?
DP 27
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Maintenance and Management of external areas
Does the design minimise maintenance requirements?
Issues to consider:
Does the design use durable, hard-wearing materials that
will last with the minimum of maintenance?
Does the design of soft landscape aim to minimise
maintenance requirements, e.g. grass cutting,
weeding etc?
Does the design of spaces and streets include adequate
provision for cleaning within management/maintenance
regimes (this has a direct bearing on the long term
character of spaces and streets)?
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